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FOREWORD

In June of 1966, the Center for Architectural Research began a study of

"Facility and Equipment Needs to Meet SUNY Programs in Electronic Based

Resources and Learning" for the Office of Facilities Programming and Research,

State University of New York.

The study was initiated in recognition of the fact that SUNY is undergoing an

extensive expansion program, involving both the development of existing cam-

puses and the creation of totally new ones. Parallel to this expansion is a bur-.

geoning of instructional technology and new approaches to teaching, learning,

and the use of information on the college campus. Since the architectural pro-

gramming for new campus buildings must be accomplished years in advance of

occupancy, a study of the new technology and its facilities implicatioro seemed
e.

to be in order.

The first effort involved the compilation of technological data and the prepara-

tion of an interim report detail ir4g the current state -of -the--art of educational

technology. Using the results of that survey, detailed programming information

was developed and is presented herein.

This report suffers from two inherent limitations which ought to be noted at the

outset:

1. It cannot possibly claim to be comprehensive; new equipment and



systems of equipment are constantly thrust onto the educational

market. It does, however, represent what the writer considers

to be the most significant and far-reaching developments.

2. It is not oriented to programming facilities for one particular

campus. Without the establishment of campus-wide policies

concerning the use of these electronic resources and systems, de-

tailed and accurate predictions of types and sizes of spaces often

becomes difficult.

The report begins by examining the functional bases for the use of electronic

resources, and then presents four major resource "systems" that may be epta-
r

blished on campus. Each resource system includes some general comments and

a number of "Facility Data Sheets" giving programming data.

It is important to recognize that the Facilities Data Sheets present information

about a type of area which must be provided; the determination of how many

areas is the task of the individual building program.
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THE FUNCTIONS 1

a method of atfack

Before investigating the facilities implications of electronic resource sys-

tems on the university campus, it is necessary to,

1. Investigate what happens on campus,

2.0 Note the electronic. resources available or projected to help ac-

complish these functions,

3. Group the electronic resources into their generic groups or "syp-

terns",

4. Speculate on how these resource systems may be handled on clif-

ferent campuses or in different situations, and,

5. Finally establish planning and programming data for the housing

of the functions and their electronic 'resource systems.

The development expressed in these five steps is an important one; it is

spurious to dive directly into facilities implications until the "what",

"why" and "how" aspects of the resource systems themselves are pre-

sented.

This Part of the Report seeks to accomplish, in broad terms, the first four

tasks; the remaining sections will present the facilities implications of the

primary resource systems indentified in Part I.



the functions of the university Q

It is no gicat secret that many activities, all related in some way to the

mission of the college or university, take place on its campus.* Some

relate directly to the teaching-learning processes, others relate much

less directly. All, however, create demands on the electronic resources

and resource systems to be used on campus.

Any effort to subdivide the functions of the university is hound to raise

questions; the complex interrelationships nearly defy categorization.

The following breakdown of university functions is used for discussion

purposes, and is not in anyway intended to be "final" or "compleie";

1. EXPOSITION OF INFORMATION, or the direct' communi-

cation of data from person (or me,1;',;ing device) to person.

The principals in the communication process may be the stu-

dent, the teacher, the researcher or the administrator.

SEARCH AND RETRIEVAL OF INFORMATION, or the placing

and fulfilling of requests to some information store. Any of

the persons above may be involved; the information store may

"'Campus" will be used in this report to designate one discrete unit of
the State University of New York - this unit may or may not possess a
"campus" in the traditional sense.
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be very crude (a handwritten set of notes), partially formalized

(a book), or very highly formalized (a computer storage bank).

Likewise, the method of search and retrieval may or may not

demand the intervention of electronic means.

3. MANIPULATION OF INFORMATION, or the need to act on,

modify, purge, or otherwise "use" retrieved data. The user may

be any of the above, and he may want to restore the data to its

original location when he is done. This includes the highlycom-

plex updating of research data, the administrator's need to change

enrollment data, or the student's need to compare his voice against
1

a pre-recorded sound track in language training.

4. EVALUATION OF PERFORMANCE, or the need to detect pp,rfor-

mance, evaluate it against some norm or goal, create a diagnostic

and communicate that diagnostic to the person or thing evaluated.

While this function necessarily emphasizes student evaluation, many

other evaluations are also taking place on the campus (evaluation

of teaching performance; evaluation of usefulness of materials in

the library; evaluation of research results) .

6. GENERAL ADMINISTRATION, or the need to allocate and account
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for all the resources (people, materials, money, time, space)

owned or used by the university.

It is obvious that these functions cannot occur in isolation from one another.

The "model" presented on page 5 portrays one attempt at showing their in-

terrelationships; however crude, it tells us that it will be difficult to dic-.

cuss one without at least considering the others.

exposition of information

It is easiest - although not entirely accurate - to think of "teaching" as the

exposition of information from teacher to student. All persons on the college

campus, however, are constantly engaged in the exposition of information

to each other; the student makes a class presentation, the teacher expounds

on the steps of the student union, the president goes on the air to explain

a new policy,and the researcher presents his latest findings at a session of

his peers.

A great deal of exposition takes place without the intervention of electronic

resources: the human voice and the printed page (manually retrieved and

used) have been and are destined to persevere as the prime techniques for

exposition.
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More and more electronic resources are being used to make the exposition

process more effective, more economical, or to carry its message to more

people. Examples include,

1. The use of "learning aids" in the presentat'on of materials

(large graphics, projected materials, audio and video re-

cordings, etc.).

2. The use of audio signals (telephone) to make exposition and corn-

. munication direct and instantaneous.

3. The use of braodcasi media (radio and television) to carry the

message to large numbers of persons.

The expositions, then, may use electronic resources as AIDS in enhanc-

ing the communication, or it may make them an integral part of the pro -

cess .

Electronic resources that may be used for exposition functions may include,

audio recorders, to play back recorded information
phonographs, for the same purpose
transparency projectors
slide projectors
motion picture projectors
microscopic slide projectors
internal television to magnify materials
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television, to present information originating in a. wide
variety of locations

video tape recorders, to play back video information
telephones, to hear pre-programmed messages and to

carry lectures from place to place
dial acct devices, to quickly access and play back

ready-stored audio and video information
computers, to access preprogiammed expository material

search and retrieval of information

Information storage, search and retrieval is a fundamental function on the

college campus. Not only must the student undertake research and re-

trieval (formal and informal) as part of the teaching-learning situation; the

teacher, too, must engage in parallel processes in the development of

learning situations and materials. Admii-Ostrators must constantly find filed

data to perform their daily tasks, and the informationretrieval process is,

of course, basic to the research sector on campus.

The information stored on campus may be extremely all-inclusive, far broader

in scope than the kinds of data stored in the tiaditional library. It may in-

dude,

reference and research items, as now collected in the library or
elsewhere

archieval items, as now in the library and elsewhere



research papers and tracts, completed or in progress
instructional materials, including audio-visual items,

programmed sequences, etc.
computer programs and program documentation
contents of various administrative files
data pertaining to students, faculty, facilities and

other resources

Because it is approached in different ways, suggesting differing resources

systems and differing facilities implications, it is handy to think cf the'

campus information store as containing two fundamental classes of infor-

mation:

1. INDEX INrORMATION, which is information about information,

including tags and labels for the items fully included in the in--
t

formation store, and,

2. COLLECTION INFORMATION, which broadly refers to the full

documents in the inform-tion store.

It is impossible to completely enforce the difference between these two

"classes" of information; nor does the distinction imply that the user deals

only in one class in any one sitting. Looking for a library - stored item, for

instance, the user usually starts at the index level, seeking tags and descrip-

tors rather than the full item itself; when he finds the appropriate tags, he

ELM



learns the location of the collection item, and finds the item (which, in

turn, might suggest other index leads) .

The charts on the next pages present the different approaches to storing,

accessing and using both types of information. The differences are sig-

nificant, since they dictate different electronic resources for access, re-

trieval and display.

As can be seen from the use patterns for nach class of information, the

high-speed computer is the "ideal" electronic resource system to access

and retrieve index information. The large (hut formal) data base, the °xis-
?

fence of many descriptors and sort keys, the need to accommodate many

different approaches for retrieval, the required access speeds, and thead-

vantages of remote access all serve to reinforce this position.

As can be seen from the tabulation on page 12, there is no "ideal" electronic

resource for accessing all parts of the collection. Based on the segment of

the collection in question, the approach may include,

manual retrieval and hardcopy facsimile
microform (manual access and display)
microform (automatic random access)
manual checkout of audio items and equipment
manual checkout of audio-video items and equipment
distribution of audio materials, based on manual or automatic request
distribution of video materials, based on manual or automatic request
digital computer, possibly augmented by audio and video devices



COMPARISON OF "INDEX" AHD "COLLECTION" INFORMATION TYPES AND USES

***drawer.

DESCRIPTION

INFORMATION
INCLUDED

FORMS CF THE
INFORMATION

USES

GENERAL APPROACH

FREQUENCY OF
ACCESS

SPEED OF ACCESS

DEGREE OF
DETAIL NEEDED

TIME TO PERUSE
INDIVIDUAL. ITEM

DEGREE OF USER
MANIPULATION

index information collection information

"information about information",
tags or labels for collection items

title or other label, subjects in-
cluded, author, references to
other items, abstract, I ocati on,
other information about the item

usually written using letters,
numbers, special characters

locate information in the collec-
tion; request the information; or-
der, acquire and process the col-
tection item; record circulation
and duplication of the item; an-
nounce arrival of the item; pro-
duce catalogs and bibliographies,
derive patterns of use

hierarchical or random search of
index tags, with each tag possi-
bly suggesting other tags or aven-
ues of approach

quite high; user may review se-
veral items in one sitting

very high, with many items re-
trieved at once

abstracted, higher-order tags,
descriptive data

quite short, usually seconds

very high, need to arrange,
make lists, etc.

10

rearrae* *14,

refers broadly to the full docu-
ments or files in the information
store

disciplinary resources, reference
material, research data, instruc-
tional material, recreational ma
terial, class notes, working papers,
quizzes, information about students,
personnel, rooms

may be written, graphic, ;three-
dimensional, audio

to inspect the full collec,:tion item;
possibly borrowing, duplicating,'
or modifying it

not usually retrieved until index
search is undertaken; inspection
may suggest further index search

much lower, since user will have
screened out many items :in the in-
dex search

quite low, since items will be re
trieved one at a time

partial or full text and pictoral in-
formation

much longer, sometime minutes or
hours

not as significant



COMPARISON OF "INDEX" AND "COLLECTION" INFORMATION TYPES AND USES

NEED TO DUPLICATE
OUTPUT FOR USER

NEED TO UPDATE
INFORMATION IN
THE FILE

ELECTRON IC
RESOURCES AND
DEVICES

index information.
,44114..441.

only the "final" items selec-
ted by the user need be recor-
ded and saved; form of output
not often important

fairly often, to add new items
and change details on existing
entries

the high-speed digital compu-
ter is the most logical device
for the search and retrieval of
many thousands of index items
in the short time usually desired
to do the task

time-sharing allows remote access
of index information

11

collection informal ion

user may want to duplicate col-
lection material, possibly in fac-
simile form

very high in some forms of collec-
tion information (research, admini
strative files, student evaluations,
etc.) and very low in other forms
(arch ivc s, etc .)

the devices will vary with the vari-
ous segments of the collection -
see the list on the next page



STORAGE, ACCESS AND DISPLAY OF "COLLECTION" INFORMATION

segment of colleCtion storage access display

HIGH-ACCESS
WRITTEN MATERIAL

HIGH-ACCESS
GRAPHIC MATERIAL

GENERAL DOCUMENTS

GENERAL DOCUMENTS
ON RESERVE (HIGH USE)

ARCHIVAL MATERIAL

RESEARCH PAPERS, ETC.
IN PROGRESS

FILMS, TAPES, AND
SLIDES

AUDIO RECORDINGS

READY ACCESS
AUDIO MATERIALS

READY ACCESS AUDIO-
VIDEO MATERIALS

CAI PROGRAMS

coded on random
access media

facsimile

original and
facsimile

computer

random ac6ess
facsimile

manual

original and mule manual
tiple facsimiles

original make facsimile

coded on computer computer
media

originals and dup- manual
licates

originals and dup- manual
licates

dial accessready-mounted on
tape decks

ready-mounted on
tape decks

coded on random
access media

dial access

computer

COMPUTER PROGRAMS coded on computer computer (random
media or manual)

ADMINISTRATIVE RECORDS facsimile manual
(ARCI I IVAL)

ADMINISTRATIVE RECORDS coded on random computer
(CURRENT,'HIGH-USE) access media

RECREATIONAL MATERIAL originals originals

12

graphic and printer

facsimile projection

facsimile projection,
browse original

facsimile projection

facsimile projection

graphic and printer

projected, ;;with audio
if necessar'

recorder, telephone

recorder, speaker

television, recorder,
speaker

graphic, printer, pro-
jected,. recorder or
speaker

graphic and printer

facsimile projection

graphic and printer

original's
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manipulation of information

blot all retrieved information is simply perused and returned to its place

of storage. The user may want to alter it, add to it, purge it from the sys-

tem, complete it (as in the case of using programmed instruction), or to

compare it to his own performance (as in the case of recording his own

voice in a language or speech lesson) .

The teacher may want to retrieve and alter learning sequences, evaluate

programmed learning units, or rearrange student data. The administrator

is.consiantly updating information, as are research personnel . The siuclent

may take a language lesson, interact with a computer-assisted instruction

unit, or attempt to write and debug a computer program.

The role of electronic resources in providing this manipulative capability

is becoming more significant all the time. Approaches and resources may

include,

manual check-out of multiple track, record-and-playback audio
devices and tapes

manual use and play back of video tape recording equipment
dial access retrieval of audio and audio-visual, recording-and-

playback programs
computer access and manipulation of CAI programs
computer search, retrieval, display, manipulation and restorage

of information files, partially written computer programs, re --

search data, working papers
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computer presentation of games and simulations
use of miniaturized learning aids

evaluation of performance

The need to ascertain, evaluate and create diagnostics for performance is an

important university function. Students and student progress must be evaluated

against appropriate norms; teacher performance must be measured; learning

materials and resources must be evaluated; administrative policies must be

tested and refrained if necessary; and the researcher is always in the evalua-

tion business.

Any emphasis on individualization of curricula absolutely necessitates im-

proved attempts at evaluation, not evaluation by the week or month, but

evaluation by the minute or hour. The increased use of new teaching tech-

niques and learning materials, too, demands a more rigorous approach to

evaluation or valuable time will be wasted in ferreting out ineffective com-

ponents of teaching-leaming.

The need for quick and detailed evaluation has led to the use of electronic

resources for,

measurement of student response during large- 'group lectures
transmittal of student response to computers for processing, in-

dividual student evaluation, and evaluation of instructor
performance.
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computer capturing and processing of student responses during
programmed learning sequences

computerbased grading of tests and essays

computer-assisted counseling of students

teaching-learning support

Teachers, administrators, educational researchers and students are constantly

striving to improve the quality of teaching and learning on the college cam-

pus. Sometimes this is done by the evaluation of existing techniques and

materials, and sometimes it is done by the development of new techniques
7 0

and materiaiso

The use of electronic resources in the development of teaching techniques

and production of learning resources may include,

inexpensive production of learning materials by teachers, students,
and administrators

sophisticated production of learning resources by faculty and sup-
port staff

origination of televised materials
preparation of programmed instruction sequences
preparation of computer-assisted instruction sequences
simulation of student performance using new teaching techniques

or resources

general administration

The need to effectively and efficiently allocate and account for the univer-
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sityls resources - people, matcrials, money, time, food itics - is the un-

ending task of administration. The use of various electronic-based re-

sources to fulfill this task is not new to administration, and often Inc hides,

production of visual aids and materials to proi-ray administrative
situations

business data processing and accounting
development of central data banks conceriing university resources
computer-assisted scheduling and allocion of resources
student tracking by computer
facilities utilization and planning techniques
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"systems"

From the /preceding pages it can be seen that many elect ronically.based

resources are available to assist in the many functions of the university.

Some of the resources appeared many times in the discussion (and are there-

fore suitable for use in many of the university's tasks) while others seem more

limited to spcial purposes. Some are of groat simplicity, while others repre-

sent great sophistication and expense. Some are clearly within the current

state-Of-the-art, others in various stages of development. All have im;-

plications for planning and programming college facilities.

In order to develop these facility implications, and then to apply them to

university planning in general, it is necessary to organize the items in the

various lists into usable form. While ihe job is not an easy one, it is obvious

that many of the resources "belong" together; they use common materipls, re-

quire a common complement of equipment, are administered on a common

basis, or demand a common set of facilities Using terms in current favor,

they form "systems", or as Webster defines them,"assemblages of objects unit-

ed by some form of regular interaction or interdependence.,"
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the computer resource system

The most striking example of a resource system is that which revolves around

the digital computer. Computers may be used on campus for teaching, re-

search, library search, computation, evaluation, payroll processing and

dozens of other functions, Some of these are "instructional", others of

a "research" nature, and still others in the arena of "administration.": For

each group of users to decide on th,'.) need for computer assistance, arl'd then

to purchase, install and operate its own computer system is sheer folly. In

order to assure effective and efficient operation, it is necessary to look

at all of the potential uses and roles for the computer in the university en-

vironment, and than to design and implement one or more fully integrated

and compatible computer systems to carry out the tasks. In this kind of

thinking the "computer resource system" is born. This will be discussed in

some detail in Part 2.

the audio-video resource systems

Two more common groups or systems begin to show themselves when audio

and audio-video resources are examined. These, too, are used by a variety

of people in a variety o situations for a variety of purposes. The organizing

factor., however, is the notion that the materials (be they slides, models,
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films, audio tapes, kinescopes or whatever) are common to all situations.

These materials may be handled directly by the user, or they may be dis-

tributed to him over the air or through cabling networks. Part 3 presents

facility implications for non-disiril:oted audio-video resources, and Part

4 takes up the implications for distributed audio-video resources .

the facsimile resource system

A special type of visual resource on campus is the facsimile reporductipn of

written or graphic material . The problems of storing, accessing, retrieving

and using information in its original form are becoming more and more cri-

tical and are dictating a whole new set of equipment and facility implications,

'These wil I be presentee! in Part 5

the limitations

These four categories may not be the best or most comprehensive in covering

the various electronic-based resources used in the university environment.

They do, however, seem to form a workable basis for assembling facilities

impl ications 0
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the approach taken

The approach taken in the remainder of this report is to present each of the

four primary resource systems, to make some introductory comments, to de-

velop facility implications for the parts of the system that the user most often

sees (the request/presentation aspects) and then to develop facility implica-

tions for the storage, distribution, and support elements that are oftenout

of the user's direct view. In every case, introductory and summary comments

are made, with planning and programming data collected and presented on

Facility Data Sheets - each designed to present one facility component,.re-
f

quired to implement the resource system under discussion.
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INTRODUCTION 21

In terms of its potential, the most far-ranging electronic resource system on

the college campus is the high speed digital compute)r and its network of re-

mote access points. As has been suggested in the first Part of this report, it

may be used for,

1. Computation for all members of the academic community.

2. Training in the computer'sciences.

3. Access to pre programmed expository materials.

4. Access and manipukfflon of computer-assisted instruction packages.

5. Presentation of educational games and simulations.

6. Search, retrieval and display of index information.

7. Search, retrieval and display of some parts of the university's infor-
i,

mation store (collection) .

8. Search, retrieval, manipulation and resorage of information, files,

partiallywritten computer programs, research data, working papers,

etc.

9. Evaluation of student performance, both in large groups and indivi-

dually.

10. Evaluation of learning materials and techniquel,

11. Counseling of students.
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12. Preparai ion, monitoring and evaluation of computer-assisted

instruct ion pckuges.

13. Simulation of student performance using new techniques or re-

sources.

14. Individual tracking of students.

15. Business data processing and accounting.

16. Development and manipulation of central data banks containing

information on university resources.

. 17. Allocation and scheduling use of all university resources.

the computer system

By its very nature, the computer resources on campus form a tightly-woven

system. Hundreds of remote access points may be interconnected with one

or more central processing units. If there is more than one processor's the

processors in turn may be linked to each other, and to many others through-

out the State University, the state, the country, or the world.

This, of course, presumes the existence of large "time-shared" computing sys-

tems where many terminals (perhaps 200-303) can share remote access to a

large central processor. While software problems are restricting development

of systems of such magnitude today, is is probably safe to plan on their dice-
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five operation by the 1970`5.

the sysiem's components

The time shared computer system includes three major building blocks or

components:

The REQUEST/PRESENTATION NODES, the devices that allow

the remote user to access the computer system and to see its re-

. suits.

the CENTRAL EQUIPMENT COMPLEX, which provides the comput-
i

ingcapability, the storage of information, and the various devices
Y.

for operating, maintaining and improving the system.

the CENTRAL SUPPORT FUNCTION, which provides administration,

staffing, programming and other support activities.

All of these components are tied i'ogeher by some sort of distribution network.

the approach

The next section of Part Two presents the parts of the computer system which

are "visible" to the user: the request/presentation nodes and their facilities

impl ;cations .



;',ecause central equipmGnt and coniral support'are usually housed too,:ther in

some form of "computer center", the storago and support activities with their

facil itiw; implications form the final section of Part Two.
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request /presentation devices

The time- shared computer system is like an iceberg; the user only "sees"

a small part of it in action - the device used to remotely access the cen-

tral computer.

While many types and models of remote request/presentation devices have

been produced, they seem to fall into some generic categories in terms of

facilities impl ications:

keyboard and printer
keyboard and CRT (cathode ray tube)
keyboard and interactive graphic display
keyboard, audio and projected visual display
telephone (audio access)

These request/presentation approaches and their facilities implications

are presented on Facility Data Sheets A-1 to A-5.

computer terminal locations

Since the primary advantage of computer-based request and presentation

methods is one of quick and convenient random access, if would suggest

that various request /presentation devices would be scattered around the

campus, located in close proximity to expected users.
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Some remote roc:, est/presentation devices will be singly located in special

places throughout the campus and planned for high utilization, single-

user use. Keyboard-and-printer and keyboard-and-CRT terminals may be

singly located in some research laboratories, some faculty offices, some

business offices, programmers' areas, and in some special offices (such as

that of the Registrar). Special keyboard and interactive graphic display
5

units 'may be located in their own research laboratories (see Sheet A-3) .

Where the individual terminal is placed in areas designed for other uses

(offices, laboratories, etc.), the appropriate Facility Data Sheets VA

to A-5) shouldbe consulted for possible environmental conflicts.

devices clustered in "terminal areas"

Most of the university's request/presentation devices will probably by de-

signed for high utilization and located in public or semi-public areas, avail-

able to all students, faculty and staff in the vicinity. The cost of terminal

devices suggests that their "hoarding" in student and faculty areas (with

corresponding poor utilization) may be hard to justify economically.

There are also advantages to be gained from clustering or grouping from

two to six or eight request/preservation devices in "terminal areas" scat-
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tered throughout the campus:

1. Clustering a number of different terminal types gives the user greater

flexibility in selecting which device most closely fits his need.

This should increase overall terminal utilization in the area.

2. Some terminal typc.,,,s (such as the CAI device described on Sheet

A-4) require supervision or nearby attendance. This can be more

economically provided if these terminals are clustered.

3. Any auxiliary devices deemed appropriate (such as hardcopy de-
;

vices, electronic calculator to check computations, etc.) can be

provided in the terminal areas and serve a number of users eqsilyE

4.. Air conditioning, while not required, can be provided.

5. Terminal maintenance is easier to provide.

6. Coaxial cable access points are minimized; judicious locations of

areas can reduce cable runs.

These terminal areas may be located within academic areas on the campus,

in research and work areas, within the residential complexes, adjacent to

information storage and browsing areas, in faculty and staff office areas, and
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in other well-utilized areas such as the student union. Their number and

location must be predicated on the number of terminals the individual uni-

versity or college expects to have available and its specific approach to

allocating them.

Sheet A-6 presents programming data for terminal areas in general; the

following pages present some "typical" terminal area configurations.

special request/presentation nodes

As more computer applications are constantly developed, special request/

presentation terminals come into use. On-line monitoring of scientific

experiments, on-line recording and processing of student responses gathered

during lectures, and other special remote terminal types may be used on

college campuses in several years.

Since it is impossible to forecast the types of unique terminals any campus

may require, and because the state-of-the-art will favor earliest develop-

ment of "common-use terminals first, special request/presentation nodes

have not been considered in the following Facility Data Sheets.



KEYBOARD AND PRINTER
REQUEST / PRESENTATION AREA

descr,pt ion: This is the simplest and most common way of accessing a computer or a computer-
based data store. The input method is tactile, using the fingers to depress keys on a typewriter
keyboard, with some extra "command" and format keys added. The output is typed on a paper
roll .

uses: Some CAI packages; retrieval of bibliographic. information; computer programming and
debugging; computation; administrative tasks. This input/output unit can handle most of ihe
common, everyday computer ac ,ess.

locations.: Resource center; academic areas; residential areas; faculty and administrative office
areas; research and laboratory areas. Some may be in personal offices, but it is suggested that
'germinal areas", public or semipublic, be distributed among the locations above (see A-6).
Eaph may include from one to three or four terminals (perhaps of different types) for use of all
pdrsons in the area~ (all faculty in a department, etc.). Locations should be accessive for 24
hours a day.

space required: 60 square feet/terminal station; if some adjacent area for user study of printed out-
put cai-Fe pTovided, the individual on-lino utilization of terminals will be increased.

lighting: Standard levels; avoid glare on keyboard.

acoustics: Several of these terminals in a single area will produce acoustical problems because of
Fe noise from the typing mechanisms. No more than two to three terminals should be placed to-
gether without an acoustical barrier between them. Walls of terminal area should include absorb-
ing surfaces to reduce internal noise levels and transmission through walls.

mechanical: Air conditioning; no direct venting of terminal needed.

electrical: Standard voltages (see DISTRIBUTION).

general: Handy disposal for unkept output paper.



KEYBOARD AND CRT
REQUEST / PRESENTATION AREA

.0010 011.1110111

description: This device reploc6s the printer mechanism with a Cathode Ray Tube (CRT) which
displaTsline and character information. Through some keyboard controls, the user may have
the capability of retaining, erasing, or shifting information on the display. He cannot, how-
ever, directly input any graphic information without some interactive device (cf., light pen).

uses: Many of the same uses as the keyboard-and-printer combination, with greater emphasis on
uses where hardcopy is not needed (i.e., CAI, bibliographic retrieval where the user does not
anticipate long lists; straight computation; program debugging; administrative tasks where hard-
copy is not needed).

Costs are coming down; material is displayed more quickly than the, printer, and since these
units generally take up less space than the printer, they will probably tend to replace printqrs
for tasks where hard copy is not needed.

locations: Same locations as keyboard-and-printers. Perhaps one of each (or combinations)
rrrgFrb-nocatecl in "terminal areas" spread among student, faculty, administrative and research
areas. This gives the user some flexibility in choosing the right terminal for the right job. Loco --
tipns should be available to users 24 hours a day.

space required: CRT-and-printer terminals are sold which can sit on a standard tabletop. ?0-
\, aTaejuareleerjstaiion, with counter to set the unit on, and to provide a writing surface for

the user. Some models can be placed on typewriter stands.

ighting: Standard levels, avoid direct light or glare on CRT surface.;

acoustics: No significant problems.

mechanical: Air conditioning; no direct venting of terminal needed.

electrical: Standard voltages (see DISTRIBUTION).

general: Some visual privacy should be afforded the user, in order that he is not distracted by
other graphic displays in the vicinity. This can be accomplished by using divider panels be-
tween, stations (full enclosure of each station is not necessary) .



KEYBOARD AND INTERACTIVE GRAPHIC DISPLAY
REQUEST /.PRESENTATION AREA

ensuro .4

A c5)
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description: This device combines a user-controlled "light pen" or other interactive source with
a writing surface (CRT, or horizontal metal tablet) and keyboard. By pointing the light pan de-
vice to the screen, and by depressing appropriate control keys, the user can "draw" on the dis-
play, "erase" information from ii, shift it around, and otherwise modify it. As changes are
made on the screen, they are, of course, charted in the computer's memory.

In order to avoid large computing power "drains" on the central processor, it is usually neces
sary to provide a small satellite computer or at least a data buffer in the immediate vicinity of
the interactive display.

uses: Used only for work in which user- initiated graphics is of prime importance, e.g., some
TO-Wm of research, architecture and civil engineering projects, etc.

locations; Because of the expense of such terminals, there will probably be very few orircam-
pus. Location should be in a lockable, attended (or closely attended) area such as a labora-
tory. Cable limitations may limit distance from central processing unit; manufacturer specifi-
cations must be checked.

space 'required: A "room" of 100-120 square feet should probably be considered for such fermi-
ias7.iliZnF accompanying satellite computers or data buffers.

lighting: Standard levels; avoid glare or reflections on display tube.

acoustics: No significant problem.

mechanical: Air conditioning; the display unit itself will probably not need direct venting, bul
ciTcliieci should be careful to see what "support" machinery (small Computer; buffer unit) may

require.

electrical: Special power service will likely be required (see DISTRIBUTION).



A-3 (continued)

general; It is hard to generalize on reqiJiremcnts for sophisticated graphic input/output units.
In general, however, they arc more like computer processors in their requirements for special
service, humidity controls, air venting, etc, than straight input/output devices. Manufac-
turer specifications for both LOCATION and ENVIRONMENT must be consulted before final
design decisions are made.



KEYBOARD, AUDIO AND PROJECTED VISUAL DISPLAY
REQUEST / PRESENTATION AREA

description: This is a special input/output unit developed for CAI usc:5, Material is presented
to irousji:by printer, projected slides, and audio tape; the user interacts with the computer
.via keyboard. The slide and audio components include remotely -control led 2x2 slide pro-
jector and a remotely-signalled audio tape recorder; both are located in the user's station.

uses: Computer-assisted instructional packages.

locations: A few in student residential areas; a few in academic areas where students may have
Frocks of 20-30 minutes of time to spend with these specially-augmented CAI packages. Con-
.centrations (clustering) recommended since an attendant will have to be in the vicinity of the ter-,
mina{ to solve problems, maintain projector and recorder, assist users in 7miliarization.

space required: About 60 square feet/terminal; 60-80 square feet office and attendant's area for
each cluster of 3-4 terminals. (Office with glass vision panel to terminal area) . Office can.be
converted into additional terminal area should its presence be unnecessary; therefore it should in-
corporate all the environmental criteria of the terminal areas. Locations should be available 24
hours a day (assuming the problems of the attendant can be solved) .

lighting: Standard levels, avoid glare on keyboard and reflections in CRT tube. Do not train
point sources on CRT or rear projection screen.

acoustics: Although there are printers on many of the CAI units, the student's headphone tends
to broaihe sounds from his ears. Walls of terminal areas should include absorbent materials,
however, to reduce internal noise and transmission to adjacent spaces.

mechanical: Air conditioning; no direct venting of terminal necessary.

electrical: Standard voltages (see DISTRIBUTION).

general: Visual privacy should be afforded (to ovoid distractions); but complete enclosure of
unit is not necessary.



TELEPHONE
REQUEST / PRESENTATION AREA

description: A conventional touch tone telephone handset can be used to access (by depressinG
WiThuttons) and receive (aurally) computer- stored information.

uses: "Quick-and-dirty" requests for bibliographic information, locations of campus events,
;17C, are most efficiently handled by such devices.

locations: Every touch-tone telephone handset is u potential computer terminal once a system

space required: No additional space beyond that required for a standard telephone.



COMPUTER TLRMINAL AREAS
A SUMMARY
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description:ion: A number of various computer request/presentation devices may be clustered together
to increase utilization and promote operating efficiencies. Devices may include a "mix" of key-
board-and-printer, keyboard-and-CRT, and CAI units.

size and configuration: While exact size ideally depends on the exact configuration of devices
used, the uncertainty of just which terminals will be provided suggests the programming of fixed
area spaces which can be subdivided in a number of different ways. The next pages present a
number of schemes based on areas of 168 square feet (14' x 12'), and 288 square feet (14' x 24').

locations: Terminal areas may be located among classroom, faculty, staff and research areas, in
student residence areas, and in other special places on campus (such as the student union) . All
locations that do not require supervision should be available to students as many hours in tIi Q. day
as the computer is available to serve them (potentially 24 hours a day; 7 days a week) .

(Access: From main or secondary circulation areas.

structural considerations: Raised flooring not necessary, inappropriate column bay spacings will
117nitcEC&-ifigurations (see following pages) .

lighting: Standard levels; point light sources should be avoided since there is the possibility that
CRT screens will be used in the room.

acoustics: Since some keyboard-and-printer devices may be used, ceiling should be acoustically
treated; semi-enclosing acoustical dividers can handle the remaining noise produced by the units.
If located directly adjacent to main circulation, usual classroom standards should be applied to
reduce intruding noise. Doors with glass vision panels should be provided to all circulation areas.

mechanical: Air conditioning is not absolutely required, but is suggested. It not only helps to
compensate for the relatively small amounts of heat given off, but should improve user utilization
of the terminals.



A-6 (continued)

electrical: Standard voltages (see DISTRIBUTION),

furnishings and equipment: Keyboard-and-printer and CAI-type are self-coniained and free-stmd-
'ITT; ke.y-E-ja-r-d7ana:CWI. units may require table top space. Worktable for calculator and copying
devices may be included. Seating should be comfortable and preferably vertically adjustable to
accommodate users of varying height.
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STORAGE AND SUPPORT 30

the computer "center"

The storage and support components of the computer resource system are

necessarily centralized in a computer "center". This center contains the

processing equipment, storage devices, special machinery, administration,

and supporting staff. It is tied to the various request/presentation nodes

by coaxial cable or telephone circuitry and, indeed, it may be thus lied

to other processing centers.

O

the university's approach

Before making any comments about central computer facilities, it is im-

portant to realize that approaches to computing and the use of the compu-
t

ter vary greatly from university campus to campus.

All college or university centers will use computers for administrative and

business tasks. Beyond this, however, each will add its own emphasis. Areas

of concern may include:

EDUCATION IN THE COMPUTER SCIENCES, varying from the

small, support -only program undertaken at an installation special-

izing in liberal arts to the highly complex universities who are

training future computer specialists. The kind of on-campus educa-
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tional program will have much to say; about computer center ori-

entation and we.

2. SUPPORT OF THE EDUCATIONAL PROGRAM, by degree of

computer-based information retrieval Ind computer-assisted

instruction.

3. COMPUTER-SUPPORTED RESEARCH ACTIVITIES, varying from a

few interested faculty members to a complex research opergtion.

4. RESEARCH IN THE COMPUTER SCIENCES, suggesting that some

computer centers are content to be dependent on others foradvances

in hardware and software, while others must advance the 'state-

of-the-art themselves.

These factors have implications for equipment, staff, space,and the organi-

zation and operatio:i of the computer center.

if each of the above areas of emphasis is heavily pursued on the campus, the

inevitable question of "dedicated" computer systems comes up. While the

third generation machines are more capable of handling a wider variety of

tasks than their predecessors, problems of extra-high utilization may still re
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quire more than one computer "system" on campus.

When retrieval of index-type information becomes an everyday function, it

seems likely that one processor (and its array of auxiliary storage devices)

may have to be dedicated to this cause. If this appears to be desirable in

terms of the situation on the individual campus, it is suggested that,

I . The linking of all central processors on campus be carefully

considered. The information retrieval computer, for example,

may be well suited to accept longer computing jobs as "back-

ground" during daytime hours, an: as its main tasks during hours

when user request's may begin to lag (early morning, late evenings,

etc.). The processor-to-processor link does not necessarily

quire the close physical proximity of the processors.

2. The sharing of some of the most expensive peripheral devices be

carefully considered; this would suggest a close physical relation-

ship of the two systems.

3. The sharing of administrative one some supporting staff should be

most carefully considered; this, too, suggest a close physical re-

lationship cf the systems.
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The following paragraphs will briefly explore the implications of varying

approaches to computing on equipment, staff and space.

equipment needs

The particular approach taken by the individual college, the role of the

computer in ail of its activities, the projected usage of the equipment,.

the extent of its financial resources, and the possibility of regional hook-

ups with larger computers will all have to be taken into consideration in

the choice of equipment.

Computer systems have been marketed to fulfill nearly every need, frog I

the small and unilateral application to complex applications.

The most recent "third generation" of computing equipment (the various

models of the IBM System/360 line and their competitive cousins) combine

great amounts of computing power with wider flexibility of use and i irrioM

sharing capability. The assumption is that colleges and universities of any

size will be most interested in this generation of equipment, but even with-

in the model series there are many chokes to be made. (IBM's System/360

seems to open-ended, offering Models 20, 30, 40, 44, 50, 65, 67, 75, and
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even larger configurations; each is larger, more powerful, or dedicated to

some more special purpose than the preceding models) .

The National Academy of Sciences-National Research Council, h its

study of "Digital Computer Needs in Universities and Colleges" established

(for purposes of discussion) four general classes of computers:

o TYPE A, incorporating a minimum of 350,000 additions in one

second, minimum memory of 65K words, and a minimum word

length of 36 bits. This includes the very large IBM 7094 (Model

II), CDC 6600, CDC 3600 as illustrative systems.

TYPE B, incorporating a minimum of 100,000 additions in one

second, minimum memory of 30K words, and a minimum word

length of 24 bits. Examples include the CDC 3200, IBM 7094

(Model I), Univac 1107, IBM 7090, CDC 1604, IBM 70/14,

RCA 601, Burroughs B5000, Honeywell 1800, and IBM 7074.

o TYPE C, incorporating a minimum of 10,00() ciddii ions in one

second, minimum memory of 1 0 K words, and a minimum word

length of 20 bits. Some examples iinclude the IBM 7040,

Honeywell 800, GE 225, and the IBM 7070.
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TYPE D, not in any of the categories above, are slower, with

smaller memory, or limited in some other way. Exampks include

the PDP 4, CDC 160, SDS 910 and 920, NCR 304, GE 210,

IBM 1410, RCA 301, Honeywell 400, IBM 1620, IBM 1401, and

many others.

A full listing of machines and classifications as of January 1964 is included

in the document cited above. The exact boundaries of the classifications

are unimportant in terms of the discussion underway; they will serve, however,

to give scale to some of the data and conclusions reached by the NAS-NRC

staff

Staff is, of course, a function of the individual computer center's size, em-

phases and scope of operations. Based on the clata amassed as part of its

university computer needs study, the NAS-NRC group cited above produced

the estimate of typical university computer staffing (1961) presented on the

next page.

It is important to recognize, however, that times change and that averages
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System Supervisors Programmers
Type & Analysis

OW .1.149.0.14/, a.. MO.
& Coders Operators Total

A 10 .20 10 40
B 6 15 7 28
C 3 9 3 15

2 3 1 6

from "Digit-a7 CcTilpute r Needs in Universitiesi CollTgos", a study FT tTe National Acader"py
Sciences-National Research Council, published in 1966.

are necessarily misleading. State university sources and installations shpuicl

be analyzed before specifics are determined for any one campus.

If the computer center moves into sophisticated inforniation retrieval Tech-

niques, and as it attempts to serve the wide variety of users on the university

campus, the number of programmers should not be minimized in any way. In

addition to the above staff, the computer sciences faculty (if any) musl. be

considered in the plarming of space,

space

Space needs will vary according to the size of the system installed, the num-

ber of staff to be considered, and the ponsibility of changing to a larger com

puter system



Facility Data Sheets A7 to A-17 present the various spaces required in

the computer center - first equipment and then user areas. Projected square

footages, leaning heavily on the results of the NASNRC study, are given

on the Summary Sheets A.7 and A-130 All of these sheets assume the exist-

ence of one central corn outer system; if combinations of "dedicated" sy,tems

and supporting staffs are to be used, these square footages will have tn he

modified accordingly.

costs of computer facilities

it would he presumptuous here to make any predictions or even guesses on

the cost of computer space. The same NAS-NRC study referred to above,

however, makes an interesting statement on space costs: "the capital cost

of construction of space to house a facility is about equal to one year's an-

nual cost (operating plus rentaI)".* This relationship was derived from their

study which actually took place in the 1961-1963 time period (with some up-

dating in 1965); the State University is undoubtedly in a better position to

find out more specific costs for computer facilities.

1..TI 'NOY** YOVAI

*This estimate was based on the assumption that the cost of contrucing com-
puter conte-s ranges about $40 a square foot.
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location of computer facilities

Central location and access from the user's standpoint is not as important

in this 'type of facility as it is in the traditional computational center.

Students and other users do not have to "stop in" daily to pick up output,

submit programs, make statistical or computational checks, discuss problems

with their instructors, and so on. As has been suggested, the average user

rarely "sees" the computational center in operation. When users do come,

they will come to put in concentrated efforts in running and debugging

programs, to work on input for the system, etc.; this suggest that they will

come and stay awhile rat her than constantly dash in and out.

Service, maintenance and materials access is always important, though,

which suggests location near a service artery.

For these readJns, a central corpus location may not be necessary. i t is

suggested that the location of the center riot be so remote that it actually

discourages "clients" and visif:ors, but the need to place this particular func-

tion at the circulation hub of the campus is not as clear as the student-oriented

center.
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relation to a state-wide systemIlm,............... 1

If this information store does nol exist alone, but is park of a state-wide

system with several processors and shared information stores, it is obvious

that the complexion of any one of the components would change.

The make-up of such a system will, of course, determine the details for

the various components, Assuming for a moment that such a system might

consist of two different kinds of centers, it is possible to say,

REGIONAL CENTERS would contain the large processors, large
i.

bulk storage (data cells, etc.) and the bulk of the analysis and
4

programming support components These would require substap-

tial square footage increase over those given here.

o SATELLITE CENTERS would contain smaller processors (linked to the

large regional computers), less hulk storage and possibly fewer pro-.
.4

fessional staff. Equipment areas may be reduced by 25%-50%; media

storage, dispatching and ready areas should remain as noted above.



CENTRAL EQUIPMENT AREAS
A SUMMARY

*./.04
.1.0.4.094.0.6-.

description: The housing of the central processor and its on-line equipment (A-8), associated
ofRline equipment (A-9), media handling (A-10), equipment maintenance (A-11), and distri-
bution (A-12) areas. Details for each are given on the appropriate Facility Data Sheets.

size: Size depends on the size of the system to be housed and the possibility that a larger set
of equipment may he housed in the future. The following chart is drawn from the NASNRC
study; suggested modifications in terms of planning time-shared systems (not included in the
study) are included as notes to the chart.

Use

Computer room
Dispatching room

Auxiliary, keypunch,
duplicating, storage
Maintenance area

*...**.
Type A Type 13

2,500 2,500
1,000 600

(500) (300)

Type C Notes

1,500
400 Dispatching is less, cri-

tical where most users
(200) are remote; suggest that

areas be cut in half and
incorporated in compu-w

.ter area.

2,500 2,000 1,000
400 400 200

TOTAL. SPACE REQUIRED 6,400 5,500 3,100
(5,900) (5,200) (2,900)

omeno....ds

"Adjusted figures".
144.W..1.01.10.0.0.1.1*.0, 004.*././4....00 am

configurations: It is suggested that the total equipment area be thought of as a single entity in
planning and design - a large "room" that can be subdivided as necessary by some type of demoun-
table partition. This allows maximum flexibility both in sizing and in layout. For this reason,
the area should not be of particularly odd or torturous configuration. A square or rectangular
area would yield the most flexibility.



Rid SAO H/ \1 DCOPY kr:(;)UL.:SI/PRESENTAT ION AREA
of 40444V 40 4.1444.1 .41kwe Va+ 4444f

description: Accommodation of a unit for sending and receiving facsimile informs tion over telephone
lheRc are ofien tal-de-tep device:, usually associated wii11 a tolephoncf hand:ieti,

size: A typical hardcopy sending/receiving unit (which sends a page of copy in 6 minutes) measures
20" x 16" x 12"11 and sits on a table top. Other, more expensive devices requiring special "Te 1pak"
telephone circuitry are larger, but no lat ger than a standard office desk or work table.

locations: university may use such a device for conpus-to-campus communication or other spa-
EicrlpuriVese uses. (The relative inefficiency of these devices will preclude use for standard tram- -
for of facsimile information).

all other aspects: No additibnal requirements for the small, table-top units,
O



MICROFORM PRESLNIATION AREA

description: An area including one or more microform readers and asseckded hardcopy prcd;,;ction.,b, ;Morn ro,

OCIU pliK:rit the prcsumr.tion is -I hCli I tM7C.1" \V.; I I m.1;.0 an index scalch at' a comi:*Iter terminal (A6)
retrieve manually the microform item (D-5), and tuko it to a pre3entutler, areo. The prc,eraution
area he chooses may or may not be in the vicinity of the storage and check-out areas.

size and configuration: An individual microform reader generally sits on a table top, is 15"-20"
WICK;, 2:011230 "-Jeep cind 20"30" higho The individual user, than, requires a static() which is c.i'-6"
wide and 4P6" deep (approximately 20 scluote feet) or 5' -0" deep (22.5 square feet) if ii is-edosed
at the user's rear. The addition of circulation space suggests a per user standard of 30-35 squcau
feet.

Hardcopy stations are appro;dmately the same size. One approach (like that of the terminal room,
A-6) would be the location of several microform proseniat ion units and a hardcopy production unit
in a "room" or semi-part itiondd space. Unlike the computer terminal area, acoustics does not place
a significant limit on the num;Der of student stations in the same area

location: Some presentation areas should be located within the microform centers (directly aeclessible
7rorvEc(ick--o,Ji. and storage areas), while others should be located independent of the storage'.areas
(a that' wors will chock-out motorials and study thcift al Hick convutioncc.) This sug,gcnts
locbtion of "isolated" readers in research areas, academie areos (perhaps 1 or 2 per departme.nt al' the
outset), and in student' residence areas (perhaps in the vicinity of the "semi-publc" computer terminal
areas).

lighting: Darkening is not required, but point lighting sources that might cause screen glean.: should
FeCivoided. Many manufacturers provide overhead light shields on the readers themselves to improve
image quality.

acoustics: No significant problems. If presentation areas are not fully enclosed, carpeting in the cir-vv. .aNt

eviation, chock out and terminal areas will reduce the level of noise in the area Placement of pre-
sentation areas along major circulation routes recpires full enclosure (door).

mechanical: Standard requirements, air conditioning would improvc.., comfort (and prthably utilization)
fc; rrn reas.



D-3 (coritinued)

electrical: 110v convenience outlet for the readers.

furnishings and equipment: Work table for reader and user, temporary storage. for books and notes,
coot hook.



STORAGE AND StRPORT 62

the componoilt3

The microform storage and support area inclu:les all the facilities necessary

for microform collections, rk.quest and chock-out, and duplication of micro-

form resources. These include,

User scorch and retrieval area (computer terminal areas as dzicribcd

in Facility Data Sheets A-1, A-2, A-5 and A.A.

Circulation control and checi(,-out are (DA

Microform storage area (D-5) .

Microfc, s production and duplication area (D-6).

locations on catripus

The great reduction in bulk that accompanies the we of microforms the

university to "rethink" the library question. Instead of one large, central re-

source collection, the campus mr.ty include a nurher of microform centers (in-

cluding storage, chock-out and presentation areas) tied to a large produotiod,

dupl loaf ion and adminisi rat ive facil ty.

The "satellite" microform centers may carry citpl kat° collections, special ells

cipl ino-orionted collections, or a coml.:Ina; On a Ioroci- compu:;, the
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ciplinary orientation presents the advontage of physical prexirnity to those

woi.king in that field, "Undergraduate" microform collections miglIt be dup..

Heated at various points on the campus, perhaps near residential and recroci

tional areas.

Another factor potentially speeding this decentralization is the computer: if

circulation-typo data can be fed in on-line and kept up to dale, the potential

microform user can be appraised of where the material is when he retrieves the

item in cm index search. The linking of each satellite center with each other

and with the central production and administrative area would allow c:asy

transfer of microform materials from place to place.



MICROF0,,,M CHECK-OUT AND CiRctm.ATI(N (7,01\1",x()L ARF,A

description: This area would accommedaie nt..11Acr of fund ions:

1. Recordintl microfilmed materials taken from the, center.
20 Receiving returned microform, after use in center and after chcekeout for use outside

the center.
3, Receiving requests for microform materials not in th,:: immediale collection, transmittal of

those requests to other storage areas, and receipt of microforms from these remote areas.
4, Transmitting requested microforrx, to other (nous.
5. Transmitting requests and rceeiving microforms from central production and duplication area
6. General ad I istrative tasks for operating the microform center.

size and configuration: Must bo large enough to ac.:commodate a large desk; a computer terminal for
re-cordingcnairaTic7Ta. nd making requests (preferribly,.a keyboard and CRT, see A-2); a pneumOic
tube station (if transfer with Other microform centers is contemplated); and adjacent user seating area
60-80 square feet per attendant; an additio,ial 100 square feet to scat 5-5 parsons waiting for requests
to be fulfilled

location rind access: Should be located at the entry point io the microfilm center; direct access to in-
dex request areas (see Terminal Area A-6), microform storage, area (D-5) and microform presentation
areas (D-3).

physical considerations: The check -out' area need not be physically separated from the materials stor-
age1D-5r. Visual monitoring (glass panels) of terminal areas should be provided, however.

lighting: Standard classroom levels.On4*e

acoustics: There arc no problems if the CRT-and-keyboard combination is used at the circulation desk;
If t'tle noisier printer is used, acoustical baffling of the printor (a partial enclosure) should be provided
to keep noise levels down. Private presentation areas (D-3) require full acoustical separation from
the pul)lic areas.

Mechailical: No spocid condi t C/i tin g d improve co-eferl
i(.)1) of all toicrc form (-,r-,c13,



D-4 (c ont inued)

elect riccil Coovenicnce outIck al 1)(1.,c, of circulation cle:!-, for ale various equiproc:nt r(;ci-iiirc.c1 on

'communications: Telephone at desk; sea D-7 for discussion of pneatic tube station.

furpish:In:;andequipirient: Cireukition desk with undertobla drawer, and files; adjacent (or built-in)
computer arm incaarlapnaurrvii is tube station



MICROFORM STORAGE AREA

description: Storage, provkving, and inspection area for microformed materials. Depending on
Th-c-.Tui-fiVelsity's approach, h.c:Ateriok may include rolls of microfilm, micrafich:;, ope::riure curds ow./
other plot-it-loftily microlorcm.

In addition to the storage cabinets, a number of microform readers for staff use wil! be included in
the room or in an adjacent area (see D-3). Some microform production and duplicu;ion equipment
may be included, or this may be centralized in a production/duplication facility (D-6)

size: Exact size of this area will depend on the microforms (or mix of microforms) used and the
quantity kept in the particular storage area. If the NCR HR-fiche are used, for c;;ample, a full
"library" of 60,000 volumes can be stored in one file drawer. If these high-reduction microforms
are used; room dimensions will be primarily controlled by the need to accommodate people;
collection may he strung out (as a card catalogue is now), perhaps 10 or 15 feet long, and 6 or
8 feet wide. If the lower. - reduction materials are used (microfilm and standard microfiche), the
area for a small library (20, 000 reels of microfilm) could grow to 1, 000 square feet,

location and access: Direct access to terminal area (A-6), microfilm readers (D-3), and microfilm
Checkout (D-4). Some readers may face directly on the microfilm storage area for quick-view uti-
ization .

plilysical consideration: Area need not be fully enclosed; may be joined with checkout area,""with
terminals ancFsome readers opening off the area in recesses.

lighting: Overall, high quality illumination (60fc) acceptable.

acoustics: Most noise will come from the shuffling of feet, and the opening and closing of drawers.
Carpeting is suggested.

mechanical : Air conditioning will insure longevity of microformed materials.

electrical: Convenience outlets for readers.

.furnishinu, and equipment:, Drawers or shelving as necassci(y.



111),(...)D1,1(...-110 ARIT

description: Onc(. the uiveri,ity cowilits itself to the Lne of microforms, it must settle upon policie
of and (2) duplk..,ation Thc, o 1+10'A: 1)Oitli.6 WE I .5C) CI 10r1U VICP/.`

in shaping the nccr.ssary cent iul j)roduction, cluplicalivn and handling areas.

If the hidividual campus is to produce much of its own material, the production capability must be
significant. If cluplicaia, are to b" sioc.,2.d in the individual collections around campus (arid paril .

cularly if a pneumatic tu!-)c swap sy:stom operating the central need for duplication will be great-
ly diminished) .

In early years, ci university with hc;..ivy miel.oform cormnitmr,nts will prol,iably have to plan on ipuch
of its proeluction work; in future years, this capo5ility racy exchang :d with duplicating cana-
city. In any case, the space required should not clic:no:- drastically.

spCicelre0ired: Initial area fo serve one or two microform production tend duplicating sysiens
fi Ire, microfir-Ie, HR-fiche, aperture card, etc,) probably thout 500 600 square feat; expand to
1,000 square feet or as collection grows.

Considering the indefiniteness of these figures, it is suggested that the microform production ai-ea be
integrated with or adjacent to other media production areas (C-B) and divided from them by demount-
able partitioning for yearto-year flexibility. If the production urea cannot he located in this way,
it should back up to a storage arca, classroom or other area that might accommodate oxpc,nston irr
time.

location and access: See above. Should be located in the same general area on campus as the main
storage and area (to eliminate extremely long cart. runs between the two unless ci pneumatic
tube system is used. Access should be restricted to qualified staff,

*light.ing: Standard considerations.

acoustics: . Acoustical ceiling should be sufficient.

ritoc.lioniccil: Air conditioned.

or:1-1 : 1 1 ();//22.0v ,



D-6 (continued)

furnishings .r..4 rid equipmont: Camera stands;, duplicators, sortoss, mounting equipment as riccce:'!:y;
'Nock table; supply shelving, Consult rrianufar,-.:turcts for tc:mplaies.



FACS IMIL L biSTRIbUTI ON

description: If a system of central and satellite microform resource centers is conierciplaied, and if
Ca grD0v1 dHaI of 11111,:,roiorril Fwarping" between centers is plannc;J, COIV.Idorei10;i fu C;
tic tube distribution syt- To should be given.

Depending on the complexity of the network, pneumatic installations are of three types:

1. The MANUAL system of feeder tubes to a central "parent" control center, requiring on
individual tube from each station and an operator at the control center.

2. The PUSHBUTTON system of feeders into a central control oleo, where an operator con
origins and dcstinations of tubes by pushbutton. While a central operator is reciuired,

one feeder tube can service up io 10 stations.

3. The FULLY AUTOMATIC SYSTEM where switching is handled automatically; again one
feeder will service 10 remote stations.

ti

locations: Remote stations might he in microform checkout areas (D-4), with the central control
Fdced in the central production (D-6) or administrative center.

space required: The sending/receiving stations may be built semi-recessed into partitions or installed
Ice stanaing. These are generally about 5 feet high, 24"-36" wide and 20"-30" deep. Th;:y must
be installed at a wall unless the feeder tube is dropped from the ceiling.

Feeder tubes may be /1"-O" in diameter; the only limitations ate in bond radii; installation in space
above suspended coiling will allow easy service access,

Central control area will be fairly large and divided into two spaces: a control room (perhaps 100-
150 square feet) and a mechanical rootil (probably same size) for exhaust. If control area is to be
manned, standard lighting, acoustics and vent.ilation requirements prevail.
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APPENDIX A

The equipm.:::ni data sheets presented on the following pag:: illustrate sr.-,hotft.tic

layouts and -equipment requirements for a few components of the, IBM System/

360 line.

The purpose of the illustrotions is riot to show an "average or a "sugg,sted"

computer configuration and its facilities implications. The inters,', rather, is

to show the kinds of facilities implications one encounters in planning for com

puter and computer-associated equipment,

In all cases involving computers, it is mandatory that manufacturers be con-

suited for layout and template work. If planning and programming take place

before specific systems are selected, the guidance on Shoots A-7 to A-12

should be followed, with particular emphasis given to the comments of "flexi-

bility". If the kind of "flexibility" discussed is provided, there should be few

problems in accommodating the system finally selected by the university.
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SYSTEM/360 MODEL 40

PLAN VIEW
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SPECIFICATIONS

Dimensions (inches)

S H

60 100 604

Service Clearances (inches)

H Rt

48 48 30 72,

Weight (lb): 1,700

BTU/hr: 7,000

CM: 300

Power Requirements:
kva 2.5
Phases 3

Plug R&S, 1oS3760
Connector R&S, F53934

Environment Operating:
Temperature 60-00°F
Rol Humidity 10-80%
Wet Bulb

Environment Nonoporating:
Temperature 50-110°F
Rel Humidity 10-80%
Wet Bulb 80°F

Notes
* 70" for Model II.

4'



SYSTEM / 360 MODEL 75

PLAN VIEW SPECIFICATION:
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Notes:
See plan view for data

Dimensions (inclie;::)

F S II

72-1/2

Service Clearance; (ineheH)

Rt JL

Weight (1b): 2075 2365
4,575 2,560

BTU/hr: 439000 33,000

CFM: 3,360 2,150

Power Roquirernonts:
12.6 (2075) 12.5(2365)

Phases 3

Plug R&S, SC7328
Connector R& S, SC7428'

Environment Operating:
Temperature 6090 F
Rel Humidity 8-80%
Wet 'Bulb 78° F

Environment Nonoporating:
Temperature 50-110 F
Rel Humidity 8-80%
Wet 13u11) 80° F

29.
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PLAN VIEW
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Doll) 5h1.9

SPECIFICATIONS

Dilnerifi ions (inches)

11

34-1/2 29 64

Servioe Clearances (inches)

It RA,

48 48 42

Weight (lb): 850

I3TU/hr; 3,800

CF M: 320

POWer ellt6:

kva 1.5
Phases 3

Environment Operating: *
Temperature 60-90°F
Rd Humidity 8-80%
Wet Bulb 78°F

Environment Nonoporating:
Temperature 50-11.0°F
Rol Humidity 0-80%

L

42

Notes
NorMal operating conditions must
be maintained for 2 hours prior
to start of operation.
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2311 DISE STORAGE DRIVE

PLAN VIEW
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SPECIFICATIONS

Dimensions (inches)

.....----------
...Kr.7'.... ...., ......... ..-.. i

, .......i __- 1

I
.1

- ._. ................ ..... .
44

in w-

0,.
, ....v.%

lukL.M11

52

Service Clearances (inches)

11

36 36 30'44 30**

Weight (lb): 390

33TU/hr: 2,000

CITA 100

Power Requirements:
kva 0.75

Environment Operating:
Temperature 60-90°F
Rel Humidity 8-80%

Environment Nonoperating: .

Temperature 50-110°F
Re' Humidity 080%

Notes
* Powered from control unit.

** When abutted to units of like
construction.



2321 DATA CELL DRIVE MODEL, 1

PLA11 VIEW SPECIPICATiONS

4" Y. 6"

<

Coy '
26"

el

11(\,

OpPJentor
Panel

E1

71-1/2"
Cover

g-26-1/2"-4-

0-1/2"
6-1/4"

-
2-1/2"-I

(1 (2)

Cover

22-1/7"

Frvit

50-1/2"

(1) 35" 1.),rs61::

(7) 37-1/2" Elcc
01 17" Pcwer So: ply Oco,..r

co 2,01)6%161c Cover

5 10-1/2"

Ditnensions (inclu:s)

68-1/2'4 50-1/2* CO

Service Clearances (inches)

RI

30 30 34 30

Weight (lb): 1,950

13TU/1m 19,500

CFM: 850

Power Requirements:
kva 8.7
Phases 3
Plug R&S, 1083760
Connector R&S, 10S3934.

Environment Operating:
Temperature 65-90°F
Rol Humidity 20-80%
Wet Bulb 78°F

Environmr.mt Nonoperating:
Temperature 70-- 1.10 °11

Rel. Humidity 8-80%
Wet Bulb 80°F

Note:
* Reducible to 26-1/2 by 50 inches

and 23 by 42 inches for shipping.

Unit Sprcific...tinto: 53



74.04 GRAPHIC OUTPUT UNIT

1,LAN Vii W SPECIFICATIONS

DialeaS ion:3 (inches)

x 10"

2" 18"

50 18 81

RP' ;
I 24" Service Clearances (inches)

/ Front 31

O

1C 3t Rt

42 30 30 30

Weight (lb): 800

BTU/hr: 3,000

CFM: 200

Power Requirements:
kva
Phases 1

Environment Operating:
Temperature,50-90°F
Rel Humitlit; 8-80%
Wet Bulb 78°F

Environment Nonoperating:
Temperature 50-110°F
Ref Humidity 8-80%
Wet Bulb 80°F

Notes'
* Powered from control unit.

Unit Specifications 77



77'!0 AUDIO ItEt1PONSE I.11;1'.1'1101)1,;1", 8

PLAN VjEW

r

I /11;

//Frout

Cutout 4 x 16"

4

4 - 3:?" - - t

37-1/2"

73.1/1"

-10 -3/4';

?J 7 /i;"

2t1d Mr :!u14
PC4,11:4 frr
Exrytn foultir

Diinew;k)w,

11

37' -1/2' 31.-j /' 10

Service Clcarancor, (inch:.;s)

F'

42 86 30 30

To 3.6 bine,', To 4.8 Lines
Weight (1b): 500 1 000

U/hr: 3,000 G, N1!)

C FM: 400 800

Powe.7. Jtcquireronnto:
Icva 1.6 (10) 2,5 (48)
Phases 1

Plug R&S, F83750
Connector Re4S, FS3933

Environment Operating:
Temp3rature 60-90°F
Rol Iil.rmitlity 20-80%
Wet 78°F

Cable Limitations:
40 feet of cable to the common
carrier, .

Notcr;
*'73-)/2 inches with expander

feature.

Usti t 79



INTRODUCTION 40

Even in the face of current emphasis on developing systems to distribute

audio, video or audio-video materials (via broadcast, television, compu-

ters, etc.) from source to user, user-handling of audio-video resources will

always be important. Already non-distributed audio-video resources have

seen widespread use on many campuses, particularly in lectures and other

group presentations. As the materials become more plentiful, and as equip-

ment to play or project them becomes cheaper and more portable, it is

probable that the use of non-distributed resources will become even more

popular.

the materials

Audio-video resources used by students, faculty, researchers and even ad-

ministrators on campus may include,

2 x 2 slides, individually or in drums or trays
3-1/4 x slides
overhead transparencies, individually or in long rolls
motion pictures, on reels or in selfrewinding, cartridges
filmstrips and sound filmstrips
audio tapes, often with multiple tracks for additional recording

or audio-comparing
video tapes, with or without sound
miniaturized learning aids and machinzs
a-v programmed instruction devices

These materials now cover thousands of topics and may be of any length

ire
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(although the trend is toward shorter, single-concept presentations). They

may be.commercially produced or made on campus, perhaps by the user him-

self. Purchase and duplicating costs are steadily decreasing, and the time

is not far away when these kinds of materials may consitituie a truly sig-

nificant part of the university's collection of resources.

the equipment

Most audio, video and audio-video materials require a piece of equipment

for listening, recording or viewing. Th(, past decade has seen the develop-
,

ment of inexpens;ve, durable, lightweight, portable, and easy-to-use de-
,

vices for all of these functions. It is conceivable that the university of the

1970's will have a large supply of this equipment for all types of use.

the users

The most common user of non-distributed audio-video resources wil. undoubted-

ly be the student. Use may be dictated by programmed learning sequences,

course outlines, research work, or simply recreational needs. Faculty, staff,

and administrative uses for learning, reviewing, and selection of materials,

while less frequent than student uses, must be considered in planning and pro-

gramming.
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use by individuals and in small groups

Non- distributed resources may be used in many different ways. First, it is

possible that individuals or small groups may provide both materials and equip-

ment, simply seeking access to individual or small-group areas suitable for

listening, recording, or viewing.

Secondly, individuals or small groups mrly provide their own materials, but

need equipment for presentation. These devices may be built-in in viewing/

listening/recording areas, or it may be necessary to check them out from a

central store.

Thirdly, individuals or small groups may desire to check out both materials

and equipment, and take them to places suitable for their use.

Finally, the individual or small group may desire to produce inexpensive

audio and audio-video resources.

The complement of facility types presented on Facility Data Sheets B-1 to

B-5 and B-7 to B-10 should be adequate to accommodate any of these use

patterns.
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use in large groups

The use of these aids and media in large groups is already a common occuretice

on campus. Traditional lectures are being supplemenied with or even fully-

presented with the use of slides, transparencies, models, motion pictures and

so-on.

Considering the wealth of documentation on the facilities requirements for

using aids and media in large groups, Facility Data Sheet 13-6 present§ only

a check list of factors for programming consideration.
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presentation areas

Spaces must be provided which allow students, faculty and others on campus

io bring in audio and audio-video resources for use and review. These should

include a mixture of,

o spaces for individual interaction with audio materials

o spaces for individual viewing and listening to video and audio-
;

video materials

a' spaces for small group interaction with and discussion of audio

materials

o spaces for small group listening, viewing and discussion of video

and audio-video materials

spaces for medium and large group uses.

the carrel

The individual spaces maybe thought of as variations on a basic individual

study space, perhaps a carrel or a fully-enclosed cubicle. These spaces will

be provided throughout the campus. Some will be "dry" (no electrical set--

vice); others will be wired for power for Fluid-carried equipment; still others

may include built-in listening and viewing devices.
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Advances in the portability of those listening and viewing devices suggests

that it may be rarely necessary to build in a great deal of this equipment.

This approach also allows greater flexibility of carrel use. It does, how-

ever, presume the existence of central materials and equipment check-out

areas.

Variations on basic carrels for individual use of audio and audio-video re-

sources are presented on Sheets B-1 and B-3.

small group areas
11440,1.10.1. MalhoNN

Traditional approaches to providing space for using non -distributed resources

usually neglect the small-group. While the actual amount of small group use

will vary with the university's educational philosophy, the use of this approach

to present and discuss instructional units will be significant on many campuses.

Facilities implications are presented on Sheets B-2 and B-4.

!ocalion of presentation areas

These individual and small group presentation areas may be located throughout

the campus. Some should be clustered around the materials and equipment

check out areas to allow easy use. Others. may be spread about academic,

residential and recreational areas.



INDIVIDUAL AUDIO PRESENTATION /RECORDING ArEA

description: The individual user may check oui an audio reerding (on iapc or in phonograph form)
for listening, recording, audio-compae, or in a combination of these modes. He may take this to
an individual I istening /recording area already furnished with the playback device, or he may check
this device out, too.

In the case of phonograph recordings, the playback device is most likely to be built into the pre-
sentation area; it is up to the individual campus whether it will accovomodate the lendiig of phono-
graph records, or whether it will transfer these to the medium of audio tape.

In the case of audio tape recordings, the continued development of small, portable devices for e-
cording/playback and audiocompare suggests thct the university may want to resoi to user check-
out of both recording and recording device. This approach will reduce the expense of building in
equipment, and will increase utilization of presentation/recording meas.

physical form: A traditional approach to a presentation/recording area has been the provision of in-
i7i7JU'al carrels and rooms for these activities. If the noise problem is adequately handled (s6e "acous-

..." O..*

tics"), there is no reason why these areas need to be fully enclosed.

size and configuration: The area must be large enough to accommodate a working surface (for both
equipment and note-taking) and the user himself, Unless equipment of unusual size and proportion
is to be built-in, individual areas can be as small as 5' wide and 4'-6" deep (22.5 square feet).
If areas are to be enclosed on the user's rear side, they should probably be a full 5' Beet (25 square
feet).

locations: Where no devices ale built into the carrels, they should be located fairly close c the
central clieckout area in order to minimize distances for carrying media and equipment. (Certainly
100'-150' does not seem like a long distance to ask students to walk) .

Carrels or cubicles equipped with °Kilo presentation/recording devices may be scattered about
academic and residential areas since the audio cartridges are small enough to be hand-carried
some distance. Ease of maintenance suggests that these he clustered into small groups (perhaps
combined with other request/presentation devices in various areas).

Direct supervision or circulation control of these carrel areas is not required; 24hour access should
be feasible:



B-1 (continued)

access: Doors (with glass vision panels for supervision) should be used where carrel areas are
accessed from well-used circulation areas or other noisy areas.

lighting: Standard classroom levels suggested for overall illumination; possibility of providing an
Th-drvi-d-ual carrel-or-cubicle lighting strip, about 24" above working surface should be consiqte,red.
Panel sources of light (as opposed to point sources) in the ceiling will allow greater flexibility of
Carrel arrangements.

i.

acoustics: Since the user may be speaking, acoustics should be a significant design factor. The.
use orheadsets will eliminate loud speaking, but the ceiling of the: colicl arca, and the individual
carrel dividers should be treated with sound absorbing materials. Carrel areas should be fully iso-
lated from external noise (as any classroom would) . The possibility of providing some fully-enclosed
cubicles should be considered (sometimes it is desirable to "fill" an area with recorded music,
rather than listen to it through earphones) .

mechanical: Standard ventilation required; if any fully-enclosed areas are provided, care should
Fe"TaT6n to vent all cubicles.

electrical : Where equipment is not built in, convenience outlets for 110v should be located at
working height levels (just above the table top). Even where equipment is builtin, an additional
convenience outlet at this level should be considered.

furnishings and equipment: Tabletop working surface, temporary books and notes storage, coat hook.

general design consideration: Traditionally it has been easy to group all carrels into one location_
without further consicreration for scale or comfort'. Particularly on campuses where students will
be asked to spend a good deal of time in those situations, the design and layout of carrels and car-
rel areas should he approached with real care.

"Row-on-row" arrag:finents should generally he avoided as of impropLr scale and uninviting to use;
clever arrangements, Where perhaps "only a few carrels can be seen at once" would scorn more invit-
ing. The po'ssibility of including small (100150 square feet) "soft' reading" areas in or adjacent to
carrel areas (for relief) should be considered.



SMALL GROUP AUDIO PRESENTATION / RECORDING AREAS
14 ....a.un....ftwrorms...

description: Occasionally it may he desirable io have a small group listen to, record, and ploy
back audio recordings (either in phonograph record or in audio tope form) . The pro,entotion/re-
cording device may be built-in or checked out from a central equipment store,

physical form: A fully-enclosed room should be provided.

size and configuration: Size will, of course, depend on the number of users to be housed. A
room oT O squarcriejwill easily house 6 people. (The possibility of equipping this area, or allow-
ing access into this area, of a media presentation module, B-4, would increase utilization of this
area).

lOcations: Should be in the general vicinity of the check-out area in order to allow staff scheduling
cTlindlreci) supervision of these areas.

access: Visual access (glass panels, or glass lights in door) should be possible for "monitoring"'pur-
ao*No.

poses, and to see if the room is in use,

I ighting, mechanical: Standard considerations.

acoustics: If it is felt necessary to eliminate full acoustical enclosure for reasons of control or super
vision, group rooms should not be located adjacent to noisy circulation areas,

electrical: Several convenience outlets should be provided (110v).

furnishings and equipment: Table and chairs as required; chalkboard surface should also be included.
Coat hoops for users, Carpeting would be a nice -but. unnece,ssary addition (for acoustics and addi-
tional seating).



INDIVIDUAL VIEWING /LISTENING AREA
rm.* a*
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description: Individual users may check out any number of projected materials and/or viewing
equipmrmi from the central chock-out area and take them to some individual viewing/I i5ianing
area.

In the case of 2x2 slides, the user may check out the slides and a small hand viewer or small pro-
jector with self- contained rear screen. In the case of Orrim film cartridges, he will check out the
cartridge and a small, portable soundand-imago projector (with self-contained rear screen or with
an additional portable rear screen).

While it is possible to build in the viewing equipment, with user check - -out of only the viewing
medium, the size, portability and ease of using new projection devices suggests that the checkw
out of device is not only feasible, but probably desirable in terms of utilization.

physical form: The traditional'approach has included the provision of carrels and individual cubicles
foriisiening and viewing. Full enclosure is not necessary, however (see "acoustics").

size and configuration: The area must be large enough to accommodate a working surface for both
equipment and note-taking. Unless equipment of unusual size or proportion is to be built-in or
used, individual areas may be 5' wide by 4'-6" deep (22.5 square feet) or 5' x 5' when fully
dosed (25 square feet) .

location: Fairly close to checkout areas. If satellite check-out areas are maintained for the most
materials, clusters of individual viewing/listening areas car, be set up around them,

Carrels equipped with built-in (or permanently attached) projection equipment may be scattered
throughout academic and residential areas, particularly where the film cartridges are used

Direct supervision or circulation control of these carrel areas is not required; 24-hour access should
be possible.

access:
Doors (with glass vision panels for supervision) should be used where carrel areas are accessed

trom well-used circulation areas or other noisy areas.



B-3 (continued)

lighting: Standard classroom levels suggested for overall illuminaiion; point sources of light should
be avoided since they restrict carrel flexibility and mr.ly cause undue glare on viewing screens,.
Adjustment of lighting levels for image viewing is unnecessary in this situation,

acoustics: See B-1.

mechanical : Standard ventilation required; if any fully-enclosed areas are provided, care diould
ETtaFeicto vent all cubicles.

electrical: Where equipment is not built in, convenience outlets for 110v should be located at work-
ipg Fee "ic7fit levels (just above the table top). Even where equipment is built-in, an additional con-
venience outlet at this level should be considered.

furnishings and equipment: Tabletop working surface, temporary books and notes storage, coat hook.

general design considerations: See B-1.



SMALL GROUP VIEWING/LISTENING AREA

description: A small group may want to chcck out an audio-visual item (a set of sl ides, a set of
overfic7ad transparencies, a film cartridge), take it (and possibly the equipment) to a small group
viewing/listening area to see and discuss th,.:! prcscrdation.

The projection equipment and screen may be permanently (or semi-permanently) installed in the
area in the form of a media module as shown overleaf. The user may bring a portable projec-
tor into the room with him.

physical form: A fully-enclosed room should be provided.

size card confi juration: Size will depend on the number of users to be housed, although a room of
DO square Teet wiill ac3- ommodoie a grow) of 6 (8' x 10') .

Configuration should take the form of a square to accommodate the most efficient viewing °lea for
projected media, as shown overleaf. Design should allow corner placement of viewing surfc;ce
(screen) in order to "fit" the maximum viewing urea to the room.

location: Should be in the general vicinity of ihe chock-out area in order to allow staff scheduling
and---(inUirect) supervision. There will be other areas on campus (small-group seminar and confer-
ence rooms) that will also accommodate this activity.

access: Visual access (glass I ights in the door; large glass panels should be avoided due to the am-
bient light problems) should be provided.

lighting: It will be necessary to darken the area when front projection techniques are employed;
some wull lighting (directed down against the walls to avoid interference with projection beam or
screen) should be considered to keep the room from plunging into total darkness. Use of the rear-
screen media module does not require room darkening if room lights do not shine directly on screen.

acoustics: If it is felt necessary to eliminate full acoustical encic6t.sre for reasons of control or super
vision, group rooms should not be located adjacent to noisy circulation aeaF,
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mechanical: Standard considerations v

electrical : Several convenience outlets should be provided (110v) .

fumishincp and equipment: Tobin and chairs a:. required; small table or shelf to accommodate pro-
j6--c-for-IfoTfrontprolecfron); front projection screen; media module (perhaps shared with other areas);
chalkboard; coathooks; carpeting a nice-but-unnecessary addition.
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SPECIAL PRESENTATION/MANIPULATION AREA

description: The use of some audiovideo resources, notably some programmed instruction devices
and some miniaturized learning devices (small computer trainels, miniature chemistry laboratories,
etc.) may requite special presentation/manipulation areas or carrels.

size and configuration: The need to accommodate more apparatus than other audio video carrels
suggests a sornewTtat enlarged working surface; a 6' x 5' 'area (30 square feel) may be required,

location and access: These areas should be provided in the vicinity of the areas where the audio-
videoresoun:Jsbe checked out <, This suggests placement near central materials and equipment
storage areas (B-7 to B-9) . Special carrels for scientific uses (requiring air, water, or gas) may be
located in the vicinity of a materials and equipment center dedicated to science instruction or re-
search

Visual access (through glass panel or lights in the door) should be provided; areas do not require
direct supervision, but should be set up for indirect monitoring and scheduling.

clustering of carrels will make monitoring easier and will economize on special services,

physical considerations: The need for individual concentration, and the possibility of producing noise
and odor, suggest that the fully-enclosed cubicle might be the most appropriate physical form,

lighting: Standard levels.

acoustics: Full enclosure is suggested; noise levels produced will not be abnormal, however.

mechanical: Individual ventilation required; possibilities of direct exhaust in science-oriented areas
;Tic-0Tb° considered. Special services (air, gas, water) may be required in science carrels.

electrical: One or two convenience outlets (1 lOv) at table-top height,

furnishings and equipment: Large working surface; small sink a possibility in science carrels; temporary
storage for books; coat hooks,



LARGE GROUP VIEWING LISTENING AREAS
telorv.e.,.......

The need to consider the use of audio-video resources, both distributed c,nd non distributed, is fun-
.damental to the design of larda group spaces. The following is by no means a comprehensive summary
of programming information (which is easily available elsewhere), bin is summary of planning and
design considerations:

1. The kinds of images, the means for projecting them, and their size will control the
capacity of ihe room (and vice versa),

2. Projected images dictate optimum configurations of seating areas.

3. Good viewing demands floor sloping or stepping in large rooms (50-80 or more) .

4. Design and location of display surfaces for maximum use and flexibility is critical.

5. Lighting, levels on task surfaces (when media are being projected) must be caiefully
coordinated.

6. Ambient lighting on screens must be carefully controlled.

7. The need to darken these rooms suggests that windows are often liabilities rather than
assets.

8. Design for good acoustics is important; parallel walls arc often avoided.

9. Control of equipment noise is important.

10. The need to cool large group spaces is fundam:nia1.

11. Seating must be carefully designed: countertop writing surfaces for taking notes are often
provided.

12. The need for sound systems must be carefully reviewed.

13. The selection and installation of projection components (projectors, screens, controls)
must be accomplished in a coordinated way.

14. Space for rear projection of images may be necessary.

1 5. The inclusion of student response units, and teacher readout, must be discussed.



B-6 (continued)

16. The design of teacher lectern and controls must be simple and accomplished with
the user in mind.

17. Technical support for media-oriented spaces must lie provided in sore way.

I

OP,



STORAGE AND SUPPORT

the check-out suites***1

46

The check-out suite: for individual and small-group check out of audio ,.video

resources logically includes a central materials area, an equipment area and

an "over-the-counter" check-out area Those are presented in detail on

sheets B. to B-9,,

The approach to providing this suite of facilities will vary from campus to

campus, and even perhaps from time to time on the same campus,

one central suite may be provided, perhaps as part of the university's

library, OR,

o several suites may be provided with the same basic store of roaterials

and decentralized for user convenience, OR,

a several suites may be provided, each specializing in one or more dis-

ciplinary areas and each located in conjunction with other academic

spaces for that discipline.

These storage and support functions should be administratively tied to the man-

agement of the university's overall information store (or library) . The possibili-

ties of relating the user-oriented materials and equipment areas to campus-wide

materials and equipment storage areas shouk be carefully considered.
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procluci on

The projectcd .ncrco5cs in the use of audio-video resources on campus will

inevitably create the need for local, "quick-and-dirty" production areas

for student, faculty and staff we These ore presented on Sheet B-10.

Backing up these local areas will be a large compuc, -,ide instructional re-

sources service,



GENERAL AUDIO-VIDEO CHECKOUT AREA

description: This area serves as the interface between user and the central store of materials and
equipment. Requests are received (by telephone, moil, or in person), requests are fulfilled and
bookkeeping accomplished in this area.

physical form: In a large audio-video center, a check-out area with an adjacent administrative
office area; Woth functions may be combined in a smalles center.

tize: 150 square feet is sufficient for check-out area; odd 60 square feet for each staff member pro-
lected.

location: The check-out area should be immediately obvious to the casual visitor in the audio-
yicieo materials and equipmcnrcenier.

Location of the storage suite should he carefully considered. Placement should be along major cir-
culation routes to, from and within academic areas solving the bulk of the university's students.

In large multi-disciplinary universities, the possibilities of satellite storage areas (perhaps part of
disciplinary resource centers and libraries) should be carefully considered.

access: Access to user area should he as direct as possible, with service counter and full-length
door openings into reception area (or corridor recess) Users are not permitted to enter the check-
out area.

Direct physical and visual access (glass panels) between checkout and administrative areas (if the
two are separated); direct access to material and equipment areas is necessary.

lighting: Standard office levels.

acoustics: Administrative areas should be protected (by full enclosure) from circulation noises in all
b-ut smallest installations.

mechanical and electrical: No special considerations,



13-7 (continuQd)

furnif.hincs, and equipment: Slielvir-ig for iemporary stomoo of rnaterinls and equipmen1 iheir way
iiioroiiiOTTi.c7cenleTriarge service, counter; files; on line c oinpui or telminal for circuial pur

,

poses; tackboard; desks and chairs,,



CENTRAL AUDIO-VIDEO MATERIALS AREA

description: Storage of audio-video materials for user checkout, possibly including overhead trans-
parencies, cartridge films, and miniaturize.-.1 Icarnir'ig kits and apparatus.

size: See B-9.

layout: As in the equipment area, the layout for storing the Various materials will evolve through
use. Since there will be ci need to access all the materials in the room, configuration should be
simple and square (not long and rectangular, with some portions of the area dozens of feet from
the access).

location: See comments on location of the central audiovideo storage suite, 8-7,

access: Direct access to both check out and equipment storage areas,. Convenient access
haps trirough equipment area) to loading dock or freight elevator.

lighting: Even lighting of high quality (6080fc) throughout,

acoustics and electrical; Standard considerations.

4.0

mechanical: Air conditioning will make storage of some materials easier and probably prolong their
useru-T117..

furnishings and equipment: Large quantities of shelving, storage drawers and file cabinets; table with
ii6VWCfor inspection, review, etc; possibly some minor repair equipment (splicer, etc.) .



CENTRAL AU )10 -V' [DECO EQUIPMEN'll AREA
ga .111.

description: Storage of portable projection and audio apparatus for user borrowing.

It

size: Silo: will be a problem, for the university's initial supply of equipment will be limited. Use,
familiarity, and advances in equipment design and miniaturization should serve to increase the
quantity of equipment needed.

One approach to flexibility of size is to combine the equipment (ilea, the materials area (11 8) and
a large storage area into one large "room" divided by demountable partitions (year-toyear flexibi-
lity). Another approach is to limit the size of the control (v11)1'11'3111 and materials areas, adding
new satellite (or primary) areas as the university expands.

layout: The layout of the equipment area will evolve through use; the need for a piece of equip-
ment "in a hurry", however, s'Uggcsis that the fastest-moving items will be placed nearest the door
to the chock-out area; the designer should not restrict layout possibilities in this area of the room.

location: See comments on location of central audio-video storage suite, B-7.

access: Direct access to both check-out and materials storage areas, Direct double-door access to
lix-IffiTig deck, freight elevator, etc. for receiving of equipment.

lighting, acoustics, mechanical: Standard considerations.

electrical ; Generous supply of convenience outlets (110v) for testing.

furnishings and equipment: Large quantities of shelving on walls and freestanding; work bench and
tool racF. for minor repairs



LOCAL AUDIOVIDEO PRODUCTION AREA
1,-.

II V.

description: A small area for "quick-and-diriy" audio-visual production by faculty, staff, and
siudr:TiTs.-Aciivities may include the making of larfy.; drcp,7ing:, iranpareneic:, mount-
ing of 2 x 2 slides, dry-photo copying of information, etc. In some cases, a small darkroom or
two may be located in the vicinity of the local production area,

size and configuration: A room of 8' x 10' size (80 square feet) will accommodate 15 lineal feet
of tc:5Ie-top working surface and 2-3 users ai any time.

location and access: These areas might best be located within academic office complexes (for
faculty:sfaff use, and for secretarial supervision), but closely related to student waiting areas
(for convenient student access) , A production area or two may also be located within the uni-
vorsity's information store.

In any case, access should at least be visually controlled by a university staff member (a depart-
mental secretary will do).

lighting: Only becomes critical if a darkroom is added to the complex.

mechanical: Direct ventilation; exhaust fan should be considered.

electrical: Generous supply of convenience outlets (110v) at table top height.

furnishings and equipment: Continuous table-top surface for working and for equipment; lockable
drawers under some criri6 surface; temporary book storage; coat hooks; chairs and wastebaskets.
If a sink is not available nearby, one should be provided in the production area.
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INTRODUCTION 48

The introduction of the radio in the early twentieth century demonstrated the

potential of distributing informat ion to great ITIOL;ses of people. Since that

time, television has established itself as a far more versatile medium - both

in the home and in the educational institution.

The university campus of the 1970is will include a number of (possibly inter-

connected) audio and audio-video distribution systems. Some may be limited

to one room or suite of rooms such as the audio laboratory) while others may

extend far beyond the boundaries of the campus (as in the case of the`campus

TV station) . Possible systems include,

audio laboratory (audio material received at various stations controlled

by master console)
closed-circuit television, with many origination points on campus (in

eluding off theah)
local closed-circuit television, with origination and presentation in

the same place
video laboratory (television camera, recorder and monitor for record-

ing and criticizing activities)
, pus television station
...,ampus radio station
general access to commercial radio and television
dial-access of ready-stored audio and audio-video materials

the uses

Distributed audio and audio-video materials will have a variety of uses in the
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university environment, including,

lectures and presentations for student and teacher review
presentation of single- concept instructional units
presentation of events of current or historical note
presentation of programmed instruction packages
audio training activities (language, speech, drama)
video training activities (speaking, drama, practice teaching, etc.,)

.familiarization with procedures
teacher review of materials
recreation

systems components

Like the computer resource system, the various distributed audio--video systems

consist of three major components:

o the REQUEST/PRESENTATION NODES, or devices that allow

the user access and display.

o the CENTRAL EQUIPMENT AREAS, which store and distribute

the information; in the case of dial-access, the central area also

processes and fulfills requests.

o the CENTRAL SUPPORT FUNCTION, including administration,

scheduling and production or conversion of materials.

All of these components are tied together by some sort of distribution network.



50

types of acces!,.

It is important to realize that there are also three generic ways of accessing

these audio-video distribution systems,

o SCHEDULED ACCESS, where the information is premounted on

a tape deck or recorder and is activated according to a predetc,r-

i'
mined schedule. The user must be provided with a schedule of

programs and times, All commercial broadcast stations work in

this way; in addition, audio laboratories and dial-access systems

may be utilized in this fashion.

MANUAL ACCESS, where the program is mounted by direct user

request. This is often the case in campus-wide closed circuit TV

networks, some audio laboratories, and some dial - 'access setups.

RANDOM ACCESS, where the user can access any pre-mounted

audio or audiovideo program by simply dialing a number. The

dial-access system is the only set-up with this capability.
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campus-wide systems

Audio-video materials distributed campuswide can be requested from and

presented in a variety of areas:

o The home, dormitory or recreational area via the radio or television

set. Since the facilities in which these devices are placed are not

specifically designed for them, formal Facility Data Sheets have not

been developed.

o' Classrooms and other academic areas where television is used as a

teaching medium. Special facility implications are noted on Sheet

C-4.

o Individually to students in carrels. Sheets C1 and C-3 present facil-

ities planning data for these installations The reader will note that

they are simple variations on carrel areas for non-distributed audio-

video media. The prime difference, of course, is location: the car-

rel wired for distributed audio or audio-video resources has far greater

potential location than one which is tied to a materials and equipment

checkout area

o Group viewing areas, where small or medium groups can remote access

audio-video materials, interact with them and discuss them as necessary

See Sheets C-2 and 0



"limited " systems

52

As suggested in the introduction to His Part, some of the university's disirihu;cd

audio-video resource systems may be limited to one or two rooms. A trudition,11

example is the oft-used and oft-abused audio laboratory (or "language laborc

iory" as R is fondly known to millions). Here a central console may broadcast

one program, or a number of programs through audio loops or direct wiring to

a num!)cr of student stotions. The person at the master console may have a vori-

ety of alternatives in program control, monitoring, etc. This laboraiclry is

briefly discussed on Sheet

Another approach gaining some popularity is the "video laboratory"a liere

self-contained complement of camera, video tape recorder, and monitor is

used for a variety of learning situations where it is beneficial for the user to

"see" himself or others in ac!:on. The video laboratory may be a separate room

where scenes are enacted, it may be a small area adjacent to a classroom or

dramatic stage whore the camera sits behind one-way gloss, or this camera may

be fully remote from recorder and monitor.. Facilities implications are presented

on Sheet C-6,,



INDIVIDUAL AUDIO PRESENTATION/RECORDING STATION

description: This is essentially a carrel (such as that described for non distributed audio on Sheet
B-)) which is wired into an audio-video distribution system. Basic equipment includes ci set of
headphones, a dial or channel selector, and a remote "record-erase-playback" control switch.

location: Since use of this area does not depend on physical proximity to a central chock-out arca,
carre s for distributed audio can be placed anywhere on campus. Probable locations include within
academic, and residential complexes (in study or other public areas) and in any other areas where stu-
dents may wish to "stop off" for some remote retrieval of audio information (such as in the student
union) . Some clustering of stc'tions makes maintenance easier and may shorten wiring runs.

all other aspects: See Facility Data Sheet B-1.

GROUP AUDIO PRESENTATION/RECORDING STATION

Ciescription: Small, medium and large groups may desire remote access to audio information. This
--TCtyn -be accomplished in a small group area (such as that described for access to non-distributed audio
resources, B2), or an audio station may be located in a medium- or large -- group academic spco.
Basic equipment includes headphones (perhaps a jack strip for multiple headphones) or speaker., dial
or channel selector, and remote audio controls ("record-erase-playback").

size: An audio station may be incorporated in a room of any size; Sheet B-2 describes ci small group
room for 6 people.

locations: These rooms may be placed anywhere on campus, Small group rooms dedicated to this
use may 'Faye to be placed so they can be visually supervised and scheduled. Some clustering of
stations makes maintenance easier and may shorten wiring runs.

all Other aspeCs: If a smallgroup room, see B-2. If a large-group room, note considerations on



4;c:INDIVIDUAL VIEWING/LISTENING STATION

description: Th.r is essentially a carrel (such as that described for no viewing/lister-lin
Ife3) which is wired into on audio-video dish 'but ion system. Dwic equipment include:: a

dial or channel selector. The TV set may be built-in, or aitacF,ed to the carrel by a power cord
(security probably dictates the former).

location: Since use of this area does not depend on physical proximity to a central check-out a Mal0......wwOw horr

carrel for distributed audio con be placed anywhere on campus. Probable locations include within
academic and residential complexes (in study or other public areas) and in any other areas where
students may wish to "stop off" for some remote retrieval of audio information (such as in the student
union) . Some clustering of stations makes maintenance easier and may shorten wiring runs.

all other aspects: See Facility Data Sheet 13-1.

gROUP VIEWING/LISTENING AREA

description: Small, medium and large groups may desire access to video or audio-video infone:dion.
AlriliTins-required is Cl television receiver, a dial or channel selector, and a speaker be instdlled in
a small group area (such as that discussed on Sheet B-4), or any other meeting space.

size: See B-4 for comments on the small-group installation for 6 people. Size of other installationsmay,vary, but the comments on optimum viewing area apply to televised images as well as other audio-
video images. Usual design parameters for televised images are (see diagram B-4):

minimum viewing distance: 4 times the diagonal width of screen
maximum viewing distance: 12 times the diagonal width of screen
maximum viewing angle: 45 degrees

locations: Rooms may be placed anywhere. Small..group rooms dedicated to this use should be placed
Where they can be visually supervised and scheduled.

all other aspects: If a small -group room, see B-4. If a large-group room, note considerations on
We-6i



AUDIO LABORATORY
..14,0+,01

description: 'I he audio lolaoFaiary u.ual ly includes,

1. A number of STUDENT STATIONS, where the student can listen, speak, hear himself
speak, compare his voice with a master, and communicate with an instructor or moni-
tor.

2. A number of PROGRAM SOURCES, whether mounted at the student station or in the in-
structor's console. These are usually audio tape decks.

3. An INSTRUCTOR'S CONSOLE, which may allow the instructor to select different pro-
grams for each student, to monitor, record, and intercommunicate with studenis.

4. A DISTRIBUTION NETWORK which may consist of station-to-console wiring, or the in-
stal lation of one or more "audio loops" around the perimeter (or in the coiling) of the
room to allow for wireless communication.

In general, the audio laboratory can be likened to a limited dial-access system where the instructor
generallycontrols the dial . Universities may use these for language, speech, drama, dictation and
other speech -oriented skills,

physical form: The audio laboratory consists on one or more rooms, fully acoustically isolated from
outside interference. If the audio loop approach is used, physical division will decrease the possi-
bilities of cross-talk. The control console may be placed in the same area with the student stations;
but acoustical isolation will give the instructor some flexibility (in receiving visitors, making'tele-
phone calls, etc.).

space required: 20 square feet/station is the figure most often used in the design of audio Ithoratories.
6Z-V) square feet should be allowed for the instructor's station (or room) .

I ighting: Even illumination of standard levels is acceptable.

acoustics: While the use of headphones cuts down loud noise, the speaking of users can be annoying.
Carpi ing is sugosted; acoustical treatment of dividers between student stations and ceiling-, is
requited.

1110(.111011.1C:01: No special rem' rarnen



C-5 (continued)

electrical: In A'1101055 in5icillations, audio loops can be placed on perimeter walls, or laid on !;us-Ie. .01

5)enCIOCI
CC ning &amt.:works. wirc.c1 siluations, racemv fro;i1 console to station are reauirc%,

furnishings and equipment: Student stations, with or without program sources, but with visual dividers
tat' TeasTiocTro:re-v-4T(TiAdiacent stations; instructor's console. tackboard; coat hooks.

general note: Combination of audio laboratory into lecture-laboratory with appropriate media dish-
p ay surfaces should be considered. (See Design Study MG-3 in "Educational Facilities With Ncw
Media").

*Green, Alan, of al ., Educational Facilities with New Media, Department. of Audiovisual Instruc-
tion, National E-d'uc-ation Assocktion, Washingto,), D. C., .19.66.



VIDE: LABORATORY
I.NOWIMASOINIPO.* ON..........40. If r- Moo 0411"...414 {1.0 ,410

description: The video laboratory is essentially a collection of equipment: a television camera
(l1and---M71, mounted on a tabletop for still graph kJ., 17101.11-11:2d or a movable dolly, or permanently
mounted to survey a particular scene), a monitor or collection of monitors for displaying the camera
image, and most likely a video tape recorder to record and playback the action. The equipment
complement may be fully self-sufficient, or it may be wired into the campus TV distribution system
for remote origination or display. Finally, all the components may be in one area, or they may
not.

physical form: Because of the inherent flexibility ofusing television in laboratory experiences, se-
ve;ra EiTErnatives are possible:

1. Action may be recorded remotely and transmitted a a group viewing area (C-4 or B-6).
The only facilities implications are a camera mounting in the remote area, and a cable
hook-up (part of theuniversity's system) between origination and display points.

2. Action may be recorded by a movable camera in an area adjacent to the area under ob-
servation. The viewing group may be accommodated in the same area or remote from the
scene. A one-way viewing panel between the camera area and the area of observation
is required in this case. At least 25 square feet should be provided for camera and opera-
tor.

3. Any classroom may be outfitted with an internal CCTV system for magnification, photo-
graphing group behavior or the speaker, with record and playback in the same area.

locations: A "video Icboratory" utilizing an internal CCTV system can be erected anywhere n campus;
1c73;711.orr les using remote origination or display must be provided with cabling between points01100-
retically, any area on the university's TV cable network, if one exists, can be part of a video labora-
tory.

lighting: While it will be uneconom'cal (and possibly undesirable) to duplicate television studio
1rghfin6conditions in areas under TV observation and recording, good lichting(80-100fc) will add
much to the video record.

acoustics, mechanical : No special consideration unless lighting produces large heat loads.

electrical.: See DISTRIBUTION.
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the product ion/suppor I center

The heart of the distributed audio-video resources system is the origination (11,!

production center where these materials are wide and set up for campus dist ri-

bution. The production/support center not only produces and distributes Makiii-

als over radio and television, but also assists in,

a materials production, conversion and storage for the dial - access syf.k

o general audio and audio-video resources production for the faculty,

staff and administration

backing up the local production centers 0 1q

o encouraging faculty uses of learning resources

overall administration and coordination of the university's resource

systems.

The State University of New York has provided for some form of production

facilities on each of its campuses, and is now engaged in planning designing

or building some 14 new major production centers as part of the communications/

lecture hall center approach. This report will not attempt to duplicate the re-

search materials developed for the planning of those centers.

the dial-access component

The only component` not considered in these production/support arca:,. az;
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is readystorage area for dial - access systems, Materials must 1.)0 pre-rnounk:d

on audio tape recorders, video tape docks, and possibly film chains; this equip

ment must then be wired into a special-purpose computer and switching( tmat ix

for matching requests with program sources. Facilities implications are:

ed on Sheet C-7, and from this it is obvious that the dial-access areas should

relate strongly to the areas where the media ore produced, duplicated and

stored.

Data Sheet C8 presents production/support needs only in broadbrush

fashion, with particular emphasis on the needs of dialaccess systems.



READY-STORED AUDIO-VIDEO RESOURCES AREA
Jaix, - few**.

description: An area where random-access program sources (audio, or audio and video) and the necc3-
say,/ switching and control equipment are housed and serviced.

size and configuration: There are so many variables that it is almost impossible io accurately size
sr7c7c*Ju-niT17671s known about the specific program. Equipment modules will more than likely

be determining factors, and will include,

1. AUDIO PROGRAM SOURCES, consisting of 24" x 24" x 76"h (or roughly equivalent) cabi-
nets, each with a specific number of audio tape docks. The number of program sources in
each cabinet will depend on the number of tracks used on each tape, and the number of
programs per track. These sources can usually be added one at a time, or a cabinet at a
time

2. VIDEO PROGRAM SOURCES, consisting of cabinets of the same size which contain roughly
4 video tape recorders.

3. PROGRAM AMPLIFIERS, one cabinet (equal in size to the above) must be considered for
"x" additional program sources (or program amplication may be built into the source:4' them-
selves).

014. CROSSBAR CONTROL AND SWITCHING RACKS, added in modular packages as II new
student lines are added.

5. COMPUTER CABINETS (note the addition requitement on the system shown on the net page).

6. DISTRIBUTION FRAME, one required for "x" student sources.

POWER SUPPLY.

8. SLIDE AND FILM CHAINS for converting material for TV distribution. Each chain generally
requires about 100 additional square feet in the room.

The schematic of one such installation shown on the next page indicates that about 625 square feet is
needed for the 480 student' lines and 192 program sources (audio-video) envisioned by one manufacturer.
This diagram includes no area for a technician's desk or any film or slide chains.

The reservation of an area of approximately 1,000 square feet (with additional back-up area in the fonv;
of storerooms, an adjacent classroom, e!:c.) should probohly ho emsidered for a collegiate instol lot ion
(Spread into adjacent areas does not necessitate removing walk).



C-7 (continued)

In addition, a technical area of 100 or more square feet should be considered integral with or direct-
ly adjacent to the main equipment area

location: Should be as phys7cally centralized on campus as possible to minimize wiring runs. Con-
venient relcdionships to television support areas for the campus in g.-:neral will economize on techni-
cal support and maintenance.

access: Access to equipment areas should be limited to qualified tc-chnicians0

physical considerations: If it is possible to locate the dialaccess equipment in the same vicinity as
6Ther teanicarpro-cru7tion areas (studios, engineering, storage, etc.), the possibility of demounta-
blq partitioning and the use of modular building bays should be carefully considered. This approach
will allow expansion and Contraction of the various parts of the technical center as required.

lighting: High levels of overall illumination (50-60fc would seem sufficient) should be provided in
equipment areas.

acoustics: Abnormally high noise levels will not be generated.104,74*

mechanical: Area should be air conditioned; direct venting of units not required.
MAIN101.0.711.4.4.4.....

electrical 110v power service probably sufficient (check manufacturer).

communications: Telephone at technician's desk. In addition to being a regular phone extension, the
&:adsei \air' be tied into the dial-access system to receive requests and calls for assistance.

furnishings and equipment: Racks and program modules as required; technician's desk and work bench
-Shold oe proviaec
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AUDIO-VIDEO PRODUCTION/SUPPORT AND DISTRIBUTION AA* I. 011.1

description: The university committed to wide-spread use of audio video resources, both distributed
and non-distributed, must provide a substantial production/support center. Centers similar to those
being planned and built as part of the communications centers on many SUNY campuses should be
adequate, with the possible addition of dial-access capabiliiy (C-7).

The production/support center will undoubtedly include a complement of television studios and con-
trol rooms, kinescope and filmchain areas, television control and distribution center, graphic arts
studios, film studios, animation and editing areas, darkrooms, equipment engineering and storage,
prop workshop and storage, an audio-video materials store, previewing areas and the requisite staff
and administrative spaces. Full programming data for all of these spaces has been prepared for
SUNY.

considerations for dial-access.: In addition to the comments made on Sheet C-7, the production/sup-
port areas FoacrTecognizecli4al -access by,

1. Locating the dial-access ready-stored materials area (C--;/) as part of the production/sup-
port center, perhaps separating the two by demountable partitioning for year -to -year flexi-
bility.

2. Provide these component area in the vicinity of the dial-access area; technicians work
area (with a possible glass vision panel to the dial-access area), equipment maintenance
and repair area, one conference/preview area (for previewing dial-access materials),
and a small audio-video storage area.

3. Consider the possibility of "sharing" film and slide chains for both dial-access and broad-
cast television uses. This has no direct facility implications, except that any film chains
concerned should be wired back to the main television control and distribution area.

distribution: In addition to regular television distribution (for which SUNY data already exist), the
ararElEc-61.;s system requires a pair of wires (one manufacturer requires 600 ohm resistance) from each
remote station to the ready-stored wiring conduits and trays whore possible.
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As long as there are information sioes information will be collected and re

trieved in facsimile form either full-size (as in the case with the book) or in

some microform.

The possibility of storing "all" information within a computer's random access

memory has always been an attractive one The great bulk of data, however,

does not require this kind of sophistication; and, of course, there will always

be materials which cannot be efficiently encoded into computer medic!. The

problems of special sysmbols, page layouts, type faces, etc. will always be

of primary importance to some segments of the university's

The problems of full-size facsimile storage con be seen in libraries all over

the world; the material is bulky, takes up great chunks of space, and 'retrieval

is slow. The increasing use of microform for facsimile storage, however, be-

gins to chip away at some of these problems. Advantages include,

1. Reduction in bulk is most important. Using NCR's new HR-fiche,

for example, a library of 60,000 standard volumes can be stored in

one file drawer.

2. Reduction in bulk docreoses retrieval time (the library is not so

physiccdly largo and widesorecId)
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3. Reduction in bulk allows many collections (perhaps duplicating' each

other) on campus, shortening access time

4. The material is portable and can he easily mailed, or even sent through

a pneumatic tube.

5. With the placing of many images on a single fiche (3,200 on the 4"

x 6" fiche used by NCR's HR-fiche), browsing of related items is

possible.

6. The material is preserved intact with no deterioration.

7. Copying and duplicating processes are becoming more sophisticated

and less expensive.

8. Display and reading equipment is improving in quality.

9, Paper hardcopy is available when needed.

full-size facsimile use patterns

Libraries are already expert in the management of full-size facsimile resources

(I .e. books) . The trend is toward more harecopy dupl oil of full -size items,

thus allowing the user the benefit of a few crucial payJs rather than removing

the entire resource from The collection. Facility Data Sheets D-1 and D-2

briefly explore hardcopy production au:c.s.
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compononis of a microform sMem

It is important' to realize that ally significant use of microform on the campus

requires the consideration of four main components:

o A store of microform, from which materials can be retrieved and

checked out.

o A number of presentation devices which allow the user to inspect

and use the microform.

d An index, or computer access to index, which allows user search

for further bibliographic information and other sources of materials.

o A backup unit which produces, duplicates and otherwise admini-

sters the microform operation.

The real basis for these components is not the amount of square feet allocated

for them; rather it is the existence of a clear-cut university policy with respect

to microform. The policy must answer these questions:

What TYPES of microform will be used? Microfilm? Microfiche?

Aperture cards? High-reduction fiche? Each will requ,re differing

amounts of space, production and reading equipment, The university

probably cannot afford to limit itself to one form, but using all forms

will undoubtedly be uneconomical.
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o How will microforms be PROCURED? Will they be produced at

the university, or will the great majority be bought from commer-

cial suppliers. Early efforts will probably (of necessity) emphasize

the former. As new suppliers join in, the university can turn jts

task (and resources) from procurement to duplication.

How will microforms he STORED? One single center? A number of

centers around campus, each duplicating the other (not as impossible:

as it sounds with microforms)? A number of discipline-oriented cen-

ters on campus? If the II satellite" approach is taken, there r+lay be
11

several storage -checkout - presentation areas on campus, eac,11 backed

up by a central production and duplication center.

o What will be the need for DUPLICATION? Will each area have

enough copies to avoid duplication? Will the duplication center

supply duplicates on demand? I all the facets of the microform

system be linked with pneumatic tubes so that duplicate copies can

be swapped at will?

Each of these decisions will affect the relative amounts and locations of space

for stomp, presentation and production,
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microform use patterft;*I*

No matter how the questions'are answered, the user will probably approach

storage center (D-5, either a central stork; or a satellRe), utilize adjacent cern-

puler terminals for hide,. work (A-6), manually retrieve the microform from the

storage area and take it to a presentation area (D-3) for inspection. When he

is finished, he may return the microform to the checkout area (D-11) for rafil ing,

or he may choose to take R out of the center - reading it later in a microform

preseritation area (D-3) in his residential or academic area.
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hardcopy capability

The most common type of facsimile presentation today is the paper hardcopy

made electrosiatically (or by other dry-copy techniques) from paper originals.

In spite of increased attempts at diminishing the bulk of the university's in-

formation store through the use of microforms, there will always remain a

need for paper hardcopy production.

It is also possible to produce paper hardcopy from microformcd materiils, Some

of the desk -top reader/printers presented on Sheet D-3 may carry hardcopy

capability. As the use of microforms becomes more significant, however,

thought should be given to a larger, hardcopy production unit that can pro-

vide the quantity demanded by many users.

Facility implications for both types of machines are presented on Facility Data

Sheet D-1; D 2 presents implications for remote telocopy devices that trans-

mitted paper hardcopy from place to place.

Microform presentation

The use of microform presumes some sort of display device which projects the

contents of the microform on a self-contained rear screen for the user's inspoc-

tion. Those devices are becoming quite sophizqicait,c1, producing high imogt:
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quality, and at reasonable prices. Some project the microform a frame at a

me; others allow multiple-flame presentations and enlarging capabilities.

Some of the devices can produce paper hardcopy of any selected frame,

Since the great majority of microform readers produce similar facility implica-

tions, these are consolidated on Sheet D-3.



HARDCOPY PRODUCTION AREA
or.* ,...........a........ a *00.95.

description: An area containing equipment for making hard facsimile copies from original matorials
o r microforn). The area will contain onc largo machine for (-punt it y prw.luei ion

of copies; smaller, dusktype copiers will undoubtedly be located in local production arenas 01-10),
in microform presentation areas (D3) and in other office spaces around campus.

size and configuration: The largest copying equipment (the Xerox 24.00 or equivalent) requires aboot
T2.0 SClUCIfe feet (101°X 121) i accommodate the machine and service clearances.' An additioiral 40'2
for waiting` space should be considered.

location and access: Hardcopy request/pre:,entation areas should be located as near the primary
coiliTcTfioTiorpeiperand microform resources as possible. Coin operated, unattended, small :r
copying machines may lac located elsewhere in the resources areas for 1- cold 2-page and for off-
hours hours.

Access to main circulation routes by a counter and a full length door.

lighting: Standard considerations.

acoustics: Acoustical surfacing on ceiling and one or two walls will cut down machine noises; MOUS".
Hear-enclosure from circulation circa not required if this is done.

mechanical: Direct exhausting of machine area.

electrical: Large machines will probably require 220v service.

furnishings and equipment: Copying machine; small table for collating; counter; under counter storaga

general: Addition of additional copying capability (such as a Ian j.' microform copier, about the score
'size

as tno largo drycopying machine) is pol;siklo one room; additional counter crea not re- ired..;


